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V V 
ModernModern Buddhist Kingship 

Inn the preceding chapter  we have seen how King Chulalongkorn as 
thee Great Moderniser  has become an icon around which concerns 
relatedd to Thailand's position in a globalising world can be articu-
lated.. However, this image of the king as Great Moderniser  is, as I 
havee shown, inextricably bound up with his image as an ideal Bud-
dhistt  king. The final step in my analysis of the cult wil l therefore be 
ann investigation of the development of the ideas around Buddhist 
kingshipp in the decades before and during which the King Chu-
lalongkornn cult took shape. This development is closely connected 
withh the image of Thailand's present monarch, King Bhumibol 
Adulyadejj  the Great, as it arose during the more than fifty  years of 
hiss reign. The shift of focus to King Bhumibol also evokes ques-
tionss regarding the developments around the present-day image of 
otherr  Thai/Siamese kings, a subject that wil l only be addressed as 
farr  as it adds to our  understanding of the main subject of study: the 
cultt  of King Chulalongkorn. 

Iff  we look at the steady repertoire of royal images displayed 
onn altars or  at the walls of houses, restaurants, and offices we find 
thee images of King Naresuan (r. 1590-1605), King Taksin (r. 1767-
1781),, King Chulalongkorn, King Bhumibol, and, to a lesser  extent, 
Kin gg Rama I (r. 1782-1809). Most other  kings of Thai history are 
virtuall yy absent, including the three twentieth-century kings that have 
beenn on the throne between the fifth  and the ninth reign - King Va-
jiravud hh (Rama VI , r. 1910-1925), King Prajadiphok (Rama VII , r. 
1925-1935)) and King Ananda Mahidol (Rama VIII , r. 1935-1946). 
Thiss proves once again that neither  kingship alone, nor  recent king-
ship,, forms a sufficient condition to become an object of worship 
(seee also Chapter  III) . It has already been observed that Vajiravud h 
Dayy was a short lived initiative , only. These differences in popular-
ity,, in my view, point to an analogy between the worshipping of 
luangluang pho and the worshipping of kings. Parallel to the observation 
thatt  the assignment of the epithet luang pho is not the outcome of a 
formall  procedure, but depends on the strength of the laity' s belief in 
aa monk's supernatural powers, the degree to which a king is wor-
shippedd largely depends on the strength of the belief in the merit 
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andd grace (bun bar ami) of the king concerned. Where luangpho are 
supposedd to derive their power from knowledge of the Buddhist 
scriptures,, meditation skills, and moral discipline, Thai kings are 
believedd to derive auspicious power from adherence to the 'Ten 
Kinglyy Virtues' and their virtuous deeds. A king's virtuousness is to 
bee judged from the overall welfare of the kingdom, which is per-
ceivedd as the result of his merit and grace. Apparently, the bun 
baramibarami of King Naresuan and King Taksin, who both maintained 
Siamm as an independent kingdom in crucial stages of the nation's 
history,, is widely acknowledged.1 So what about the bun barami of 
thee present king? What is the general perception of the present 
monarch'ss influence on the well-being of both individual people 
andd the nation? 

Afterr all that has been said about meritorious Buddhist 
kings,, the question as to the beneficial effect of King Bhumibol ap-
pearss rhetorical. The image of King Bhumibol as a king of great 
meritt already emerged from the brief references in the preceding 
chapters.. However, as this chapter wil l demonstrate, an additional 
focuss on the convergence and divergence of the veneration for King 
Bhumiboll  and the King Chulalongkorn cult wil l not only highlight 
thee interconnectedness of the two phenomena, but also wil l bring to 
thee fore how feelings of hope and desire, as well as worries and un-
easee about current economic and political developments, are articu-
latedd around the images of these two kings. A comparison between 
thee images of King Chulalongkorn and King Bhumibol requires an 
overvieww of the signs of meritorious kingship attributed to the lat-
ter.. I wil l start this investigation therefore with an analysis of the 
imagee of King Bhumibol and the elements it is built on. This image 
appearss in television and radio broadcasts, magazines, books (popu-
larr as well as official and officially sanctioned) and web sites, and 

11 The veneration for the two kings is not entirely comparable. As King Taksin 
wass beheaded by General Chakri, the later King Rama I (see also below), the po-
sitionn of King Taksin as a hero of Thai history is less one-dimensional than that 
off  King Naresuan. Furthermore, King Taksin was born from a Chinese father and 
aa Thai mother, which makes him in addition to being regarded as a great Thai 
king,, particularly a hero of the Sino-Thai community. Finally, to my opinion, the 
imagee of King Naresuan is, generally speaking, more appealing than that of King 
Taksinn because King Naresuan embodies 'Thainess as independence' stronger 
thann King Taksin. 
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mostt  importantl y perhaps, also in the verbal accounts of almost any 
Thaii  speaking about the king. 

TheThe royal saint 

Everyy evening on every channel — government, militar y and inde-
pendentt  alike — news broadcasts wil l open with the subject 'royal 
newss and activities.'  In hierarchical order, the events of the day re-
latedd to members of the royal family wil l appear  on the screen. Pro-
videdd there actually is news to cover, we would first see King 
Bhumibol,, to be followed by Queen Sirikit , Crown Prince Va-
jiralongkorn ,, Princess Sirindhorn, and Princess Chulabhora respec-
tively.. Also the activities of other  members of the royal family, like 
forr  instance the Crown Prince's former  wife and their  daughter, 
mayy be included in the news. The general public activities of the 
royall  family encompass such things as attending important Buddhist 
ceremonies;;  cremations of members of the elite; openings of com-
panies,, factories, or  schools; receiving government dignitaries and 
representativess of foreign countries; conferring distinctions on offi-
cials;;  and the presentation of (hundreds of) diplomas to students of 
certainn higher  or  elite educational institutes. This latter  activity is a 
phenomenonn by itself. Because of the large number  of students in-
volvedd such presentations are orchestrated down to the smallest de-
tail .. Particularl y important are the manner  in which the royal visitor 
hass to be approached and the movements of the hand when receiv-
ingg the diploma. Every time a diploma is presented a picture is 
made.. As a result, throughout the kingdom hundreds of thousands 
off  graduation photographs are proudly displayed on sideboards and 
desks. . 

Inn addition to the royal news items other  - almost daily -
broadcastss elaborate extensively upon the personal history and 
achievementss of the more prominent members of the royal family. 
Nott  surprisingly, broadcasts about the king outnumber  the others by 
far.. These royal programs are generally shaped as a documentary 
aboutt  a certain topic or  an historical account of a certain event. 
However,, one form is virtuall y reserved for  King Bhumibol. These 
productionss of approximately two minutes, entitled 'Follow in His 
Majesty'ss Footsteps'  (tarn roi phrayukhon bat\ have no specific 
topic,, nor  do they address any specific event. They are about the 
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kingg and we see His Majesty 'doing the things he does.' Through 
thee camera we literally follow in His Majesty's footsteps. That 
meanss we see him visiting peasants by foot, wading through paddy 
fields,fields, discussing (agricultural or technical) problems with engi-
neerss and officials in the field, and driving rough all-weather roads. 
Thee king always has his camera (a Canon reflex) with him, although 
hee is rarely seen taking pictures. Furthermore, in almost all scenes 
hee carries a large map, a pencil, and a walkie-talkie. The map is ex-
tensivelyy used: we see the king giving explanations to the attending 
officialss while pointing at the map. He also takes notes on his map 
withh the pencil, and sometimes the map is clearly used for orienta-
tion. . 

Regularlyy the film shows the king's face in close-up, often 
whenn he wipes the sweat from his brow. Wherever he comes, mem-
berss of the (almost always rural) local communities, whether ethnic 
Thai,, hill tribes, or other minorities, await him in large numbers 
withh paper Thai tricolours in their hands. They are seated on their 
kneess and bow (wai or krap) deeply when the king passes by. 
Sometimess he stops to have a personal conversation with one of the 
peasants.. It is impossible to hear anything of what the king says or 
off  what is discussed: everything is shown in slow motion. Although 
thee intro is a fragment of music taken from one of the king's own 
(jazz)) compositions, the rest of the film is accompanied by a 
woman'ss voice singing a song of praise to the king. This is done in 
thee style of a khapsepha, a classical style of singing long narratives. 
Thee text of the panegyric appears simultaneously as a subtitle, not 
unlikee in karaoke. The film is shown as a 'moving portrait,' an an-
tique-styledd wooden frame mounted around the images. Around the 
wholee 'portrait' a sufficient amount of empty space is left to suggest 
itss 'hanging' on the screen. The makers even have added a virtual 
shadoww of the frame. 

Actually,, the moving portraits of 'Follow in His Majesty's 
Footsteps'' can be regarded as compositions of the elements that 
makee up the king's image. These elements are represented by, what 
II  wil l call, 'the king's attributes,' which appear, in analogy to those 
off  Catholic saints, regularly in portraits of any kind. Their function 
iss twofold. Firstly they are iconographic: the individual saints can 
bee recognised by their attributes, which is why they are always de-
pictedd with them. Secondly the attributes are a pictorial shorthand 
forr a saint's deeds and sufferings. In the iconography of King Bhu-
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miboll  there are five attributes: the Camera, the Walkie-talkie, the 
Map,, the Pencil, and the 'Bead of Sweat'. If we look at portraits of 
thee king (apart from formal portraits), whether in books, on bill -
boards,, as 'free style' paintings, postcards, or special stamps, it is 
safee to state that all of them depict one or more of the attributes 
mentionedd (see figures 25 and 26). So, which distinguished qualities 
off  the king do they convey? 

TheThe camera 
Thee king is known to be an enthusiastic photographer. Regularly 
exhibitionss of his photographs are organised, and many of his pic-
turess have been published, either in photo books or as illustrations 
inn other books.2 Pictures and portraits of his family (in particular 
fromfrom the childhood of the royal children), photographs of 'his royal 
subjects'' during his visits to rural areas, and pictures of the Royal 
Developmentt Projects form the major subjects of his work. There is 
aa general consensus that the photographs made by the king are of a 
professional,, original quality and thus deserve to be made public. 
Thee meaning of the king as a photographer, though, goes further 
thann this observation. The camera, its presence in some portraits 
onlyy indicated by the strap, has become a symbol of the king's in-
terestt in his country and his subjects. The use of a camera - and a 
professionall  one - also demonstrates his interest in and knowledge 
off  modern technology. 

TheThe walkie-talkie 
l ik ee the camera, the walkie-talkie links the king with modern tech-
nologyy and hence with progress. The attribute also signifies the 
king'ss interest in his subjects, but in a slightly different way. Al -
thoughh a camera can be used almost everywhere, the use of a 
walkie-talkiee refers more specifically to field trips. The walkie-
talkiee evokes the image of being far away in difficult to reach, 

22 Two buildings of Vimanmek Mansion, a 'King Chulalongkorn museum' (see 
Chapterr I), house a permanent exhibition of photographs by King Bhumibol 
(H.M.. King Bhumibol's Photographic Museum). Photographs by the king were 
alsoo exhibited, for instance, at The World Trade Centre in Bangkok in 1997. Pho-
tographss by the king appear in almost all books of some standing about the king 
orr the royal family. 
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maybee even dangerous, areas. That the king (literally) is willin g to 
goo that far is again proof of his compassion with all his subjects, 
regardlesss the circumstances in which they live.3 The fact that pre-
sent-dayy mobile communication systems are more sophisticated 
thann walkie-talkies is not problematic. In the case of (natural) disas-
terss - when the king almost always personally comes to inform 
himselff  of the situation - communication depends on walkie-talkies 
andd the like. The king's walkie-talkie demonstrates His Majesty's 
open-mindednesss and his capacities to make use of the right tech-
nologyy at the right time, but it also depicts him as a leader, taking 
thee lead in times of emergency. In 1997 Thai Telecommunications, 
onn the occasion of its first centennial, awarded the king the predi-
catee 'The Telecom Man of the Nation.' A series of four stamps was 
issued,, portraying the king with and/or making use of a range of 
modernn communication systems (from a walkie-talkie and other 
fieldd telephones to computers and GIS). 

TheThe map 
Likee the walkie-talkie, the map stands for 'far away and difficult to 
reach',, and in a similar way symbolises the king's love for all his 
subjects.. His detailed inspection of the map, and the notes he takes 
subsequently,, show His Majesty's concern with development and 
progress,, even in the most remote parts of the kingdom. The use of 
thee map does not only signify the importance of road construction 
andd the integration of remote areas with the rest of the country, but 
equallyy the king's concern with water management and soil condi-
tions.. The map also symbolises the king's detailed knowledge of 
everyy part of the kingdom. But the strongest symbolic meaning of 
thiss attribute is probably that the king has the nation and its fate in 
hiss hand. 

TheThe pencil 
Thee pencil, like the camera, symbolises the king's sincere interest in 
hiss country and subjects. With the pencil the king literally takes no-

33 The photograph probably most strongly expressing the king's willingness to 
reachh 'every nook and cranny' of the kingdom is the one which King Bhumibol 
climbss a narrow mountain track seated on a tiny horse. 
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ticee of the problems and constraints of a particular village or area. 
Thee pencil assures that, once the king has returned to his palace, he 
wil ll  not forget about his royal obligations towards his subjects. By 
takingg these notes on the map, the villagers and their needs become, 
soo to speak, located within the kingdom: the king puts them on the 
map,, literally as well as metaphorically. In addition, the pencil 
counterbalancess the high-tech image of the camera and walkie-
talkiee and demonstrates His Majesty's preference for 'cheap and 
simple**  whenever possible. 

TheThe bead of sweat 
Thee bead of sweat is the attribute with the strongest emotional 
charge.. In the films, the regular close-ups of King Bhumibol with 
sweatt on his brow show that he is tired and feels hot. In portraits, 
thee essence of this physical condition is usually visualised by the 
depictionn of a single bead of sweat at the tip of the king's nose. The 
beadd of sweat recounts that - in contrast to most politicians and of-
ficialsficials - the king does not stay in his air-conditioned office. The 
kingg does what the majority of the common Thai, the villagers, have 
too do every day: he goes out to work and bears the climate. The 
beadd symbolises the king's continuous efforts and hard work to in-
creasee the well-being of his subjects. It symbolises his self-denying 
disposition:: although he is hot and tired he never rests, not only 
dedicatingg all his time, but even sacrificing his health.4 More than 
forr anything else, the people owe their king respect and gratitude for 
thiss self-sacrifice. 

Together,, the attributes thus depict the king as a source of develop-
mentt and progress, as a king who sacrifices himself for the well-
beingg of his subjects, as a king to whom the well-being of the nation 
cann be safely entrusted, indeed. The next part of my investigation 
intoo the image of King Bhumibol as a king of great merit will focus 
onn the narratives behind this idealised image. The 'hagiography' of 
Kingg Bhumibol given below is primarily based on a number of re-
centt books on the life and deeds of the king as well as on programs 

Thee association 'bead of sweat/hard work/poor health' was often expressed to 
mee by referring to the King's heart condition, for which he was hospitalised in 
Marchh 1995 (see Chapter IV, note 59). 
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andd documentaries broadcast in 1996 and 1997. In those years even 
moree publications on the life of the king appeared than usual, as in 
19977 the king's fiftieth year on the throne was celebrated. 

TheThe bucolic king 

II  wil l start my analysis of the hagiography by returning once more 
too the program * Follow in His Majesty's Footsteps,' to give a more 
detailedd account of what is shown to the audience. In most scenes 
wee see the king visiting peasants, an important topic in almost any 
bookk or documentary devoted to King Bhumibol.5 It is no exaggera-
tionn to state that the personal encounters of the king with his (rural) 
subjectss have become one of the hallmarks of the king's reign. The 
picturee which most strongly symbolises this caring and interested 
attitudee is a photograph of the (young) king bowing to a very old, 
clearlyy rural, woman (see figure 27). The pleasant expression on the 
king'ss face and the expression of joy on the face of the old lady 
havee made this photograph a best-seller for almost as long as the 
kingg reigns.6 It is reprinted numerous times in books. It is for sale as 
aa New-Year's greeting card. It is also shown in every movie theatre 
ass part of the obligatory opening program showing pictures of the 

55 Books used for this section are Maharat [Great Kings], published by the Social 
Welfaree Department in 1988; Phraratchaprawat ro kao phrabat somdet 
phrachaoyuhua/Thtphrachaoyuhua/Tht History of Rama IX. King Bhumibol Adulyadej, published 
byy Aksaraphiphat in 1996; Concepts and Theories of his Majesty the King on De-
velopment,velopment, published by the Royal Development Projects Board in 1997; Thai-
land.land. King Bhumibol Adulyadej, the Golden Jubilee, 1946-1996, published by 
TheThe Nation in 1997; King Bhumibol Adulyadej. Thailand's Guiding Light, pub-
lishedd by The Bangkok Post in 1997. Further sources of material were 'Follow in 
hiss Majesty's Footsteps' and other TV series like '50 years Ten Kingly Virtues' 
andd 'The Royal Signature on the Kingdom,' and websites like 
http://www.kanchanapisek.or.th/talentss and http://www.baanthai.com. 
66 The picture also appeared on a stamp, one of a series of eight, issued to com-
memoratee the king's sixtieth birthday (December 5, 1987). The accompanying 
textt in the Thai Postage Stamps Catalogue of 1998 (CD-rom version) says: 'His 
Majestyy the King is greeted by a hundred years old woman during his visit to the 
Northeast.'' This implies that the photograph was taken in 1955 (see below for the 
significancee of this visit). 
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kingg and his activities. The picture demonstrates His Majesty's 
empathyy with the rural and underprivileged. 

Often,, the king's remarkable compassion with even the most 
humblee of his subjects is explained from his birth : though his father 
wass a son of King Chulalongkorn, his mother  had a very modest 
background.. H.R.H. Princess Sri Nagarindra (1900-1995), usually 
referredd to as Somdet Ya (Royal Venerated Grandmother) was born 
ass the thir d child in an ordinary goldsmith family. In remembrance 
off  her  humble background, she raised her  children to be aware of 
otherr  people's plight. The modesty of the princess mother, whose 
biographyy has become a hagiography in itself, is a vital element of 
thee king's hagiography. 

Noo written account ever  fails to mention that the king has 
visitedd all the kingdom's seventy-six provinces, even in the most 
distantt  and remote areas, in order  to get to know the local communi-
tiess and their  ways of life. The king made development (kan phat-
thana)thana) of rural Thailand a major  priority . Road constructions, 
irrigatio nn schemes, soil improvement, reforestation, and agricultural 
innovationss are of the King' s utmost concern. More than 2,000 
Royall  Development Projects have been initiated. In the gardens of 
Chitraladaa Palace (Bangkok) the king even experiments with agri-
culturall  innovations, for  instance in dairy farming and aqua-culture. 
Thiss has led to the popular  description of the king as the Farmer 
KingKing or  Development King. 

Inn the regular  television broadcasts on the king or  the 'Royal 
Developmentt  Projects' the use of new and innovative technology is 
highlighted.. A good example is the reporting on the Royal Rain 
Project,, showing how years of chemical and meteorological re-
searchh have led to a technology of fattening the clouds above areas 
sufferingg a lack of water, and to induce them to produce rain. Be-
sidess emphasising the king's concern with water  management, wa-
terr  supply and water  quality, a great deal of attention is paid to the 
innovativee thinkin g involved. A case often mentioned is the RX2, a 
waterr  aerator  for  treatment of polluted water, which has been in-
ventedd by the king. The invention serves as another  example of how 
thee king acknowledges the importance of appropriate technology as 
aa key prerequisite for  development. At the same time it serves to 

77 During the opening the royal anthem (phlaeng sadudimaharat) is played and the 
audiencee is obliged to stand up. 
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demonstratee the king's genius. 'It was a source of pride to the Thai 
peoplee that the Chaipattana Aerator Model RX2 was considered for 
andd issued a patent in His Majesty's name on 2 July 1993 (...), it 
waswas also the first patent ever, in Thailand and in the world, to be 
registeredregistered and granted to a Monarch' (RDBP 1997:156, emphasis 
inn original). In the same year the Office of the National Research 
Councill  rewarded the invention the first prize in the category 'dis-
coveryy or invention of benefit to the nation.'8 

Anotherr element of the king's image also expressed in 'Fol-
loww in his Majesty's Footsteps' is the king as the nation's leader. 
Thee agricultural experts and officials following the king into the 
fieldfield are always portrayed as listening to their king. For the king 
knowss what policy or what technology should be applied in each of 
thee particular circumstances he meets. 'Development' - a discourse 
byy itself - forms the core of the king's activities, and consequently 
thee king has thought out a detailed set of theories about develop-
mentt in relation to the needs of the country.9 Closely related to de-
velopment,, and of equal national importance, are environmental 
issuess and natural disasters. Also in these fields the king has mani-
festedd himself as a leader, initiating reforestation policies, organis-
ingg relief actions, and promoting a more balanced relationship 
betweenn man and nature. 

Thee same can be said of major urban problems, such as traf-
ficc congestion and the regular flooding of the Bangkok area: as the 
'Guardiann of the City' the king provides the governing authorities 
withh well-thought, well-balanced, and detailed suggestions on such 
themess as flyovers, elevated roads, bridges, toll-ways, canal exten-
sions,, and water reservoir construction to solve the city's two most 
urgentt problems as quick and smooth as possible. However, in 
comparisonn to the king's involvement with development and the 
rurall  poor, urban topics are less prominent in the hagiography, visu-

Onee should not underestimate the effect of awarding prizes to HM the King. 
Oncee the king is awarded a prize, other institutions and organisations cannot do 
otherwisee than following the example set, as no person in any field can be supe-
riorrior to the king. 
99 See for instance the book 'Concepts and Theories of his Majesty the King on 
Development'' (Naeokhit lae thritsadi kanphathana an nuang ma chak phrara-
chadamrichadamri phrabat somdet phrachaoyuhua), published (both in English and Thai) 
byy the Royal Development Projects Board in 1997. 
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allyy as well as in text. Although most texts mention that, besides 
thee rurally-oriente d initiatives, the king also has established and 
supportss numerous projects for  the benefit of victims of natural dis-
asters,, the urban poor, the disabled, orphans, and others in need of 
support,, no iconographic image capturing the king's compassion 
withh the urban poor  exists to my knowledge. 

Inn particular  cases the king's leadership also reaches into the 
fieldfield  of national politics. The King' s image as a * Pillar  of Stability' 
iss particularl y associated with his role during the uprisings of Octo-
berr  14, 1973 and 17-20 May 1992, when progressive, democratic 
groupss demanded a right-wing,  dictatorial regime to leave office. 
Onn both occasions the militar y leaders tried to end the protests vio-
lently,, and many demonstrators were killed in the confrontations. 
Thee hagiography ascribes the king a decisive role in both events, 
savingg Thailand from civil war  twice. In 1973, the king opened the 
gatess of Chitralada Palace for  fleeing demonstrators seeking refuge 
forr  the bullets fired by the military . He summoned the three key 
militar yy figures of the time to leave the country, after  which the cri-
siss ended. In 1992, three days after  the violent confrontation be-
tweenn protestors and militar y troops, the king summoned the leaders 
off  the militar y government and the opposition to his office, and 
publiclyy (in a live television broadcast) reprimanded them for  their 
actions.. Thereupon the confrontation immediately came to an end. 
Inn general, the king's role in 1973 and 1992, unlike his activities as 
aa development king, sailor, musician, painter, and photographer, in 
generall  are not covered or  visualised in television documentaries on 
thee king. However, the more elaborate books about the king also 
includee photographs of the students at the palace grounds with the 
royall  family (1973) and a photograph of the king's audience with 
thee two leading actors in the 1992 drama. 

Moree in general, His Majesty's abilities or  even genius are 
illustratedd by referrin g to the king's hobbies. No extensive portrai t 
off  the king is complete without paying attention to his excellence as 
aa musician and composer, a sportsman (as a sailor  he even built his 

KingKing Bhumibol Adulyadej. Thailand's Guiding Light, The Bangkok Post jubilee 
bookk (1997): 'In the past two years HM seems to have been more attentive to 
peoplee in Bangkok, giving advice to the governments (...) about traffic and flood 
problems.. (...) No one denies, however, that HM has channelled most of his ef-
fortss into improving the lives of poor people in remote parts of the country. "HM 
hass built up his prestige with his own hands'" (pp.31). 
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ownn boat), an artist (in oil painting), and, as already mentioned, as a 
photographer.. Al l these qualities are extensively illustrated in word 
andd image. The king's qualities as a musician, for instance, are cap-
turedd by the photographs of the king playing saxophone with Benny 
Goodmann in 1960, at the occasion of the royal couple's state visit to 
thee U.S. Besides, the king has composed a vast oeuvre of jazz 'with 
aa Thai touch', widely distributed on tape and CD. The general im-
agee that emerges in the depiction of the king's excellence in his 
hobbiess is that of a person with outstanding technical capacities and 
skills,, while being poetic and artistic at the same time. 

AA series of stamps, issued on the occasion of the king's 
goldenn jubilee in 1996-1997, well depicts this extraordinary combi-
nationn (see figure 28). The first stamp depicts the king playing 
saxophone,, with as a background the king's most famous Jazz com-
positionn Sai F on ('Falling Rain') (see also figure 29). The second 
stampp depicts the king painting a portrait (of the young queen), the 
backgroundd being one of the king's modernist works: a proof of his 
multifacetedd appreciation of art, as well as of his talents. The third 
stampp is a composition depicting the king as a technician: the main 
imagee depicts the king as a carpenter, working on his sailing boat. 
Thee tiny sailing boat in the background refers once more to this 
achievement.. The tiny aircraft refers to the high-tech 'Royal Rain 
Project,'' and the woman's bust to his qualities in sculpture, mould-
ing,, and casting. The right-upper corner depicts the Phra Phim 
Chitrlada,, an amulet created by the king in August 1965, another 
demonstrationn of his skills in moulding, but also an indication of his 
knowledgee of the making of powerful amulets. For the Phra Phim 
Chitraladaa the king used both ingredients related to him very per-
sonallyy and ingredients collected from religious sites of all prov-
inces.. 1 The fourth stamp depicts the king's qualities as a sailor. In 
1967,, together with his oldest daughter Princess Ubolratana, he won 
aa golden medal in the yachting competition of the Southeast Asian 
Peninsularr Games. Stamp number five depicts the king with two of 
hiss technical attributes: the camera and the map, while the last two 
finallyfinally  depict the king with the latest symbol of technological inno-
vation:: the computer. The backgrounds of the two stamps show us 

111 The personal ingredients are: dried flowers from the garlands presented to the 
king,, which the king in his turn dedicated to the emerald Buddha; dried flowers 
fromm the garlands hanging on the royal regalia; His Majesty's hair (which is col-
lectedd after each cutting); pitch and paint used by the king for his sailing boat. 
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thee different fields in which the king uses the computer. On stamp 
numberr  six we see a picture of his latest book, a retelling of 'The 
Storyy of the Mahajanaka'  (Ruang Phra Mahachana),12 referrin g to 
thee usage of the computer  as a word processor. The final stamp de-
pictss a more technical usage, showing a piece of paper  full of 0's 
andd 1's, and indicates the internet. The use of internet is visualised 
throughh the depiction of one of the computer-drawn mythical 
'weatherr  maps' illustratin g 'The Story of the Mahajanaka'13 which 
cann only be understood if one is familiar  with the following episode. 
Earlyy November  1995 the Meteorological Department warned that 
thee typhoon Angela might affect Thailand, causing damage and 
flooding.. The king, closely monitoring the developments via satel-
lit ee pictures provided on the internet, judged differently : the cyclone 
wouldd diminish to a small depression before it would reach Thai-
land.. The king proved to be right. Thanks to the information tech-
nologyy the king was better  informed and knew 'earlier  than 
anybodyy else in the country' how the storm would develop.14 

Thee exalted image of King Bhumibol leaves us with several 
questions.. First of all, how did it develop? How to interpret the 
hagiography?? To what extent is this hagiography the result of the 
lesee majesty law? Is there any alternative discourse of negative 
ideass or  sentiments about the king or  the Thai monarchy? Is it pos-
siblee to identify groups or  individuals in control of the image-
building,, or  is the hagiography a product of the social imaginary 
justt  as well? And, if the latter  is the case, how should we understand 
thee 'gap' between King Bhumibol's image as 'frien d of the peasant' 
andd the apparent relatively meagre royal attention for  the many 
acutee problems of urban Thailand? It wil l be impossible to formu-
latee a definitive, satisfying answer  to all of these questions. How-
ever,, an old and widely known prophesy on the destiny of the 
Chakrii  dynasty may help to reveal emotions and political undercur-
rentss significantly influencing present Thai conceptions about the 

122 Ruang Phra Mahachana is the 539lb story in the Tripikata, the canonical 
Theravadaa Buddhist scriptures. 
133 These four maps depict the meteorological conditions the hero of the story, 
Mahajanaka,, met along his route - first on his ship and then swimming after a 
tropicall  cyclone destroyed the ship - to the 'Land of Suvarnabhumi' (suan-
naphum,naphum, the mythical Golden Land supposedly referring to a prospering area in 
mainlandd Southeast Asia). 
144 Information from http://kanchanapisek.or.th 
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monarchy.. I wil l use this prophecy to provide a wider context for 
thee king's image. 

TheThe origin of the Chakri dynasty and the prophecy 

Thee Chakri dynasty was founded when General Chaophraya Chakri 
seizedd power from King Taksin (r.1767-1782) on April 6, 1782. 
Accordingg to official history King Taksin was beheaded (Wyatt 
1984).. But it is also said that King Taksin was executed in a manner 
exclusivelyy reserved for royalty: in a velvet sack, he was beaten to 
deathh with a sandalwood club (ibid.). Once this story was told to me 
withh the addition that King Taksin had to be executed in this man-
ner,, as he was virtually invulnerable because of his use of kham 
(magicall  protection against specific dangers or attacks, see Turton 
1991).. It was thus impossible to execute King Taksin with an axe, 
spearr or sword. Usually 'invulnerable warriors' were executed by 
pushingg a sharp stick up in their anus. However, such was consid-
eredd inappropriate for a king. Hence King Taksin was clubbed to 
death.. A popular myth tells that King Taksin did not die at all. In-
steadd of King Taksin, a substitute died in the sack in his place. King 
Taksinn himself was smuggled out of Thonburi to Nakhon Sri 
Thammarat,, where he, as one story goes, continued to live in a 
luxuriouss palace especially built for him, or according to other ver-
sions,, became a monk, living in a cave in the nearby hills. Accord-
ingg to these stories King Taksin died in 1825. 

Duringg King Taksin's reign, Thonburi, on the west bank of 
thee Chao Praya river, was the kingdom's capital. Because of military 
considerationss the new king (the former General Chakri, later re-
namedd King Phutthayotfa Chulalok or King Rama I) immediately 
decidedd to move the capital to the other side of the river, making 
Bangkokk the new capital. A new 'city pillar' or lak muang was 
erectedd to mark the occasion. Such pillars are believed to be the 
residencee of a city's most powerful guardian spirit (chao pho lak 
muang). muang). 

Inn Thailand and other Southeast-Asian countries such pillars can be found at 
thee geographical centres of capitals and towns, though in quite a few cases there 
havee been reasons to erect a new city pillar at another site (Terwiel 1978:159). 
Kingg Mongkut (Rama IV) , for instance, had a new lak muang installed because 
thee horoscope of the pillar was not in accordance with his personal horoscope 
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Storiess on the origin of the Chakri dynasty may include 
propheciess predicting its end. It is told that during the ceremony 
conductedd to initiate the shrine of the city pillar a snake entered the 
areaa and wound itself nine times around the pillar. King Rama I 
askedd one of the court Brahmans to explain the event to him. Ac-
cordingg to the Brahman it meant that the Chakri dynasty would 
havee nine kings. The story also goes that King Taksin in his anger 
cursedd the Chakri dynasty: it would end after the ninth king. Morell 
&&  Chai-anan refer to a prophecy of King Rama I predicting that the 
dynastyy will last ten kings. The authors base themselves on the 
'originall  Thai-language text: "The Prediction of Rama I," c.1800' 
(1981:309).. According to this text the reign of each king will mani-
festt itself by certain characteristics. The authors have made an effort 
too interpret the meaning of these characteristics. The characteristic 
off  the reign of King Rama X is 'a civilised citizenry'. According to 
thee authors this might mean 'an age of peace and tranquility; per-
hapss 'civilised' means a republic; an end to the dynasty' (ibid.). The 
currentlyy circulating prediction that the dynasty will end after the 
ninthh king, may be an elaboration of the latter interpretation. 

Duringg my research I have frequently heard about a proph-
ecyy predicting the end of the dynasty after the ninth king. In line 
withh this prophecy, it is feared that the present king's death will im-
plyy the end of the monarchy, and therefore will herald the end of the 
country'ss stability. And as time goes on, the end of King Bhumibol's 
longg reign will inevitably come closer, which makes the eventual 
successionn a topic of increasing interest. A significant aspect of the 
prophesyy is that it necessarily belongs to the category of stories and 
rumourss that cannot be the subject of any open, public form of dis-
cussionn or speculation (see also Hamilton 1993: 359).16 Thai law 
makess lese majesty a very serious criminal offence and forbids any 
publicationn or behaviour that might lead to negative interpretations 
onn the monarchy, the king, or any other member of the royal fam-

(Tambiahh 1977:227). Up to this very day, shrines of chao pho lak muang are 
importantt places of worship. At the city pillar of Bangkok, for instance, there is a 
constantt coming and going of individuals approaching the spirit for his support in 
alll  kind of personal matters. For a detailed account of the meaning of the city pil-
lar,, see Terwiel (1978). 
166 Morell & Chai-anan remark about The Prediction of Rama I' that '[tjhis proph-
ecyy is commonly known to many educated Thais verbally, although it is seldom 
seenn in writing' (1981:309). 
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ily .. Obviously, any discussion of the end of the dynasty is consid-
eredd negative. That such discussions nevertheless continue demon-
stratess that the Thai interest in the monarchy is less one-dimensional 
thann appears from the hagiography, and reveals that a negative dis-
coursee about the monarchy does exist. The interest in the prophecy 
iss but one example demonstrating the discontinuity between the of-
ficialficial  discourse mainly propagated by state institutions through the 
officiall  media, and the content of private conversations. Another 
examplee of this discontinuity is offered by the repertoire of rumours 
thatt exist about Queen Sirikit and Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn, 
whichh I wil l discuss below. 

TheThe subject of speculation that directly links the prophecy 
withh rumours about the Queen and the Crown Prince is the painful 
issuee of the succession to the throne. In public, nothing can be said 
orr wil l be said about this subject, except that in due time Crown 
Princee Vajiralongkorn (born September 15, 1952), naturally, wil l be 
thee next king. In private, however, many have directed their hopes 
too the very popular (younger) Princess Sirindhorn (born May 15, 
1955)) as heir to the throne. In 1977, the king greatly added to this 
hope.. Then, on the occasion of his fiftieth birthday, he changed the 
traditionall  succession rules, creating the possibility of female suc-
cession,, and formally installed his second daughter on December 5, 
1977,, as crown princess.18 Although this certainly does not imply 
thatt the king believes in the prophecy himself, at the time it rein-
forcedd the vitality of the prophecy (Bowie 1997:141-142). 

AA succession of the ninth king by a queen of course offers 
ann alternative perspective on the implications of the prophesy. 
Speculationss about such 'a possible way out' are supported by a an-
otherr prophesy, which tells that Thailand's existence wil l be assured 
ass long as the country is ruled by a warrior/soldier. Two weeks after 
Princesss Sirindhorn's installation as crown princess, she was made 

Inn 1976 the maximum imprisonment for lèse majesté offences was heightened 
fromm seven to fifteen years (Sulak 1996:48). 
188 Princess Sirindhorn rarely is referred to as 'crown princess.' Female succes-
sionn to the throne is only possible in absence of a male heir, and with approval of 
thee house of representatives (Finestone 1989:273). King BhumiboPs and Queen 
Sirikit'ss oldest daughter, Princess Ubolratana (born April 5,1951), was not quali-
fiedd for the position of crown princess. This princess had to relinquish her royal 
titl ee in 1972 when she married a foreigner, the American Peter Jenkins. Until the 
nineties,, Princess Ubolratana remained 'off- topic' (cf. Marks 1977:56). 
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Armyy Captain, Senior  Lieutenant, and Royal Navy Flight lieuten-
ant.. In 1980 the princess became a teacher  at the Department of 
Laww and Social Sciences in the Academic Division of the Chula-
chomklaoo Royal Militar y Academy. Throughout the years she has 
beenn rising steadily in rank, to become finally  'General, Admiral , 
andd Air  Chief-Marshal,'  or  Phon Ek Ying Phiset (Extraordinar y 
Femalee General) on Apri l 5, 1996. As the Director  of the History 
Departmentt  the Princess still is involved with the Militar y Acad-
emy.. In terms of the prophesy: Princess Sirindhorn had to become a 
militar yy to increase her  chances of a successful succession. In a 
similarr  vein, King Bhumibors position as Commander-in-Chief of 
thee Royal Thai Armed Forces and Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn' s 
militar yy career  are perceived as a natural attribut e of kingship and, 
att  the same time, as a consequence of the prophesy and the confir-
mationn of its truth . 

Too give an impression of the difference in popularity be-
tweenn the princess and the prince: it is much telling that one never 
hearss any negative remark about the princess's lack of militar y edu-
cation,, while the story goes that Crown Prince Vajiralongkor n con-
tinuedd his study at the Australian Militar y Academy because he 
failedd his exams at the British Militar y Academy. In Australia, he 
graduatedd remarkably fast thanks to an arrangement his mother  had 
madee with the Academy's principals.19 The queen's manipulative 
involvementt  in pursuing the 'right '  succession is widely considered 
too be fundamental. Everybody 'knows' the queen never  wil l allow 
Crownn Prince Vajiralongkor n to be passed over  in favour  of Prin-
cesss Sirindhorn, and that the crown prince himself wil l attempt to 
obtainn kingship at any cost. The idea of the prince's wicked nature 
iss particularl y articulated in the following archetypical story, with 
changingg actors except for  the prince. 

VersionVersion 1 
Onee day, in Phuping Summer Palace [the royal family' s 
summerr  palace in Chiang Mai] , the crown prince, in a dis-
agreementt  with his sister, attempted to shoot her. A body-
guard,, who saw the prince's hand reaching towards his gun, 

199 In reality, Prince Vajiralongkorn had been sent to the Australian Military 
Academyy right away, instead of West Point (United States), because it was feared 
(indeed)) that 'he might fail the engineering-saturated curriculum of the latter 
school'' (Marks 1977:56). 
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savedd the princess's life by jumping in front of her. The 
peoplee in Chiang Mai suddenly heard an ambulance rushing 
fromm the palace to Suan Dok hospital. There, the bodyguard 
died. . 

VersionVersion 2 
Onee day, in Chitralada Palace in Bangkok, the crown prince, 
inn a disagreement with his father, attempted to shoot him. 
Fortunately,, the bodyguard of the king saw the prince's hand 
reachingg towards his gun. He saved the king's lif e by jump-
ingg in front of him. The bodyguard was killed in the event. 

VersionVersion 3 
Onee day, in Chitralada Palace in Bangkok, the crown prince, 
inn a disagreement with his sister, attempted to shoot her. A 
bodyguard,, who saw the prince's hand reaching towards his 
gun,, saved the princess' lif e by jumping in front of her. The 
bodyguardd was killed. The king, who had been in the same 
roomm during the quarrel as well as on the moment of the as-
sault,, was so shocked that he suffers from heart problems 
since. . 

Thee story shows us the supposed violent and hot-tempered character 
off  the crown prince. The bodyguard's death demonstrates that he 
shott to kill . The interchangeable figures of king and princess show 
thatt the princess is considered the true successor of her father. The 
connectionn made in Version 3 between the king's present health 
conditionn and his son's misconduct can be interpreted as strengthen-
ingg the story's narrative truth by the insertion of a well-known and 
emotionallyy charged detail. Finally, the violence used by the prince 
pointss to a widespread concern: that the death of the king might 
bringg about a civil war: military supporting the queen and the crown 
princee fighting against those in support of the crown princess. 

Thee idea of a schism within the 'nuclear' royal family, the 
kingg and princess on one side, the queen and prince on the other, 
dominatess the negative discourse around kingship. The image of 
Princesss Sirindhorn literally and metaphorically following in her 
father'ss footsteps by sharing the hardships of the never ending task 
off  going to the people wherever they live, while taking note of their 
needss and circumstances, is widely cultivated in a variety of popular 
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portraitss of the princess, alone or together with her father (see figure 
30).. The princess is considered to share many of her father's inter-
estss and qualities. She is known for her intelligence, modesty and 
musicall  skills. Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn and the queen, on the 
contrary,, often are perceived as associating themselves with power-
hungry,, corrupt, and selfish military. While the king is a pious Bud-
dhistt and the protector of all religions in the kingdom, the prince is 
perceivedd as a womaniser, greedy and basically disinterested in re-
ligion.200 The queen generally is associated with intrigue and naive, 
superstitiouss beliefs. 

Withh regard to the latter, the queen's rather openly displayed 
belieff  to be the reincarnation of Queen Sri Suriyothai, the heroine 
whoo sacrificed herself for her husband and country in the Burmese 
warr of 1548, is particularly disliked. In 1997, this idea was publicly 
expressedd with the broadcasting of the video clip Rat Sakkara 
(Royall  Tribute) on the queen's birthday, which in Thailand is also 
celebratedd as Mother's Day (August 12). The video was written, 
sungg and produced by her youngest daughter, Princess Chulabhorn 
(bornn August 23, 1957), after the queen had suggested her daughter 
too do so (The Nation, August 12, 1997). The video, the princess's 
Mother's-- and birthday present, shows a dramatic and bloody re-
enactmentt of the battle and Queen Sri Suriyothai's death. According 
too the princess's writings 'her mother always [had] felt a strong 
connectionn with the 16 century queen who, she feels has passed 
herr commendable character traits to her modern-day counterpart. 
Thee two share at least one thing in common: A strong love for her 
husbandd and kingdom, a willingness to give up one's life for one's 
country.'21 1 

Thee general rejection of the queen priding herself in being a 
reincarnationn of Queen Sri Suriyothai does not imply a general dis-
belieff  in the possibility of such royal reincarnations. About Princess 
Sirindhorn,, for instance, I have heard both that she was a reincarna-
tionn of Princess Nibha Nobhadol, King Chulalongkorn's favorite 
daughterr and personal secretary, and that she was a reincarnation of 
Queenn Saovabha, King Chulalongkorn's first queen.22 In a similar 

200 The crown prince sometimes is nicknamed Sia Benz, 'Godfather Benz.' Prin-
cesss Sirindhorn, on the other hand, is often called Somdet Prathep (similar to 
Somdett Ya) which has a connotation of affection. 
211 Quotation taken from The Nation, August 12,1997. 
222 In fact, Princess Sirindhorn is King Bhumibol's personal secretary. 
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veinn it is believed that King Chulalongkorn was a reincarnation of 
Kingg Taksin, who in his turn was a reincarnation of King Naresuan 
-- together representing, so to say, the holy trinity of independence -
ass well as that the present king is a reincarnation of King Chu-
lalongkorn.233 However, in contrast to the queen's connection with 
Queenn Sri Suriyothai, these reincarnations are not self-proclaimed 
andd therefore are regarded as having a greater likelihood. 

Off  course, the strict lese majesty legislation - a tool in the 
handss of the official image makers - never allows any of such ru-
mourss and speculations, let alone any public debate on the role of 
anyy member of the royal family, to surface in the public domain. 
Butt these politics of silence in controlling the mass media do not 
meann that the state is able to suppress the popular imagination. For, 
ass Hamilton, writing about rumour and gossip, says: 'In Thailand 
whatt is not said, the resounding silences, can open up fissures 
throughh which an unofficial discourse is constructed and rapidly 
circulated'' (Hamilton 1993: 345). The imagination reflecting such 
fissuress in the official image of the Thai monarchy reaches the sur-
facee for instance through products of public culture, such as New-
Year'ss greeting cards. The virtual absence of Crown Prince Vajira-
vudhh in this particular genre, as opposed to the large number and 
widee variation of Princess Sirindhorn cards, speaks volumes.24 

Heree an important difference can be noted between the cults 
aroundd King Bhumibol and King Chulalongkorn. Popular specula-
tionss about the future of the monarchy and the relations between 

Thee death of Princess Diana led in Thailand to similar speculations. According 
too one interpretation Diana (her name being that of the goddess of hunting) in her 
formerr life had been an earl, who had been a great hunter. The retribution came in 
thiss life: now it was her time to be hunted down and to die. The paparazzi, the 
hunters,, were the reincarnated animals shot by the earl. 
244 Rates of frequency are an interesting reflection of the range in popularity of the 
severall  members of the present royal family. In 1997/1998 I estimated the divi-
sionn of 'royal and spiritual' New-Year's greeting cards as follows: King Chu-
lalongkornn 50%; King Bhumibol 30%; Somdet Prathep 10%; Somdet Ya (the late 
princesss mother) 5%; others (the queen, monks, historical kings etc.) 5%; the 
crownn prince (absent). Within this genre of New-Year's greeting cards one cate-
goryy deserves special attention: cards depicting two members of the royal family. 
Particularlyy popular are combinations of King Chulalongkorn and King Bhumibol 
(seee below), or also often seen, King Bhumibol with Somdet Ya. The latter is the 
moree remarkable as one realises that only relatively few cards depict the king and 
thee queen together. This, however, may be interpreted as a reflection of the social 
imaginaryy on the royal couple's disturbed relationship. 
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Kin gg Bhumibol and other  members of the royal family far  more ex-
plicitl yy refer  to current political issues and power  struggles than the 
beliefss in King Chulalongkorn's supernatural powers do. Therefore, 
thee authorities are much more susceptible to the first  than to the lat-
ter.255 Nevertheless, a social imaginary expressing the fear  of the end 
off  the monarchy, family troubles, a bad succession, and most im-
portantly ,, a disastrous civil war  when the king eventually dies, con-
tinuess to exist. Understanding these fears, and the felt necessity of 
thee presence of a virtuous king, requires an overview of the devel-
opmentt  of King Bhumibol's image during his long reign. 

Thee next section, therefore, wil l provide the historical back-
groundd necessary to understand the position of the monarchy at the 
timee King Bhumibol ascended the throne. Thereafter, I wil l proceed 
withh a description of the influence the king himself has exerted on 
thee position of the throne during the first half of his reign, and the 
relationshipss between the subsequent regimes and the king. From 
theree it wil l be possible to analyse the image of King Bhumibol in 
furtherr  detail, and in its relation to political and social develop-
ments.. These developments not only have influenced the image of 
Kin gg Bhumibol, but also the perception of Thai kingship as such, 
includingg that of King Chulalongkorn. 

TheThe charisma of kingship 

Thee prominence of King Bhumibol in Thai society, and the impor-
tancee attributed to his words and deeds may, to a large extent, seem 
self-evident.. For, as explained in earlier  chapters, Buddhist kings 
aree considered to be a source of bun barami. Moreover, the mere 
factt  of being a king might provide King Bhumibol with the kind of 
authorit yy that fits Weber's concept of 'charisma of office'  (Am-

AA good example is, for instance, the suppression of publications on supernatu-
rall  qualities attributed to Somdet Ya. Not long after her death in 1996 the discov-
eryy of an auspicious bamboo sprout bearing her portrait hit the headlines, 
resultingg in a large stream of people going to see the sprout themselves and to 
worshipp Somdet Ya. Other news about supernatural events connected with Som-
detdet Ya quickly followed. Suddenly, after only two months or so, no more of such 
storiess appeared. Possibly, the press had been warned to stop such publications. 
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tscharisma),tscharisma), i.e. the kind of charisma that stems from the belief 
thatt certain families or institutions possess extraordinary powers 
(Weberr 1976: 144, 675). The first two decades of the Thai constitu-
tionall  monarchy, which I summarise below, is an exemplary case to 
demonstratee that charisma of office, at least potentially, can con-
tinuee to exist almost independently from the personal identity or 
evenn the physical presence of a king. 

Inn 1932, a coup d'etat brought an end to the absolute monar-
chy.. The coup took place in an atmosphere of general dissatisfac-
tionn and uncertainty. The Great Depression had seriously affected 
thee Siamese economy. The price of rice on the world market had 
droppedd by two-thirds between 1930 and 1932. Moreover, King Va-
jiravudhh had left his brother and successor27 King Prajadhiphok 
(Kingg Rama VII , r. 1925-1935) a legacy of national debts, ministe-
riall  over-expenditure, and bureaucratic inefficiency. The worries of 
Kingg and government about the social unrest were reflected by a 
prophecyy in circulation - this time ascribed to the sister of King 
Ramaa I - that the end of the Chakri dynasty would come after 150 
years.. The monarchy survived the ominous date of April 6, 1932: 
thee coup, ending absolute rule, took place only one-and-a-half 
monthh later on June 24 (Wyatt 1984:234-241). The coup stagers 
weree a small group of western educated, young civilian officials and 
militaryy officers. In 1933, however, the army faction of the group 
stagedd a second coup, which brought the military into power for 
manyy decades to come. King Prajadhiphok increasingly disagreed 
withh them as to his role as a constitutional monarch. In 1935, having 
beenn in England for medical treatment for already more than a year, 
hee abdicated, never to return to Thailand (ibid.:248-249). 

Kingg Prajadiphok had no children, and thus there was no 
clearr successor. Eventually, the choice fell on his nephew, Prince 
Anandaa Mahidol, a grandson of King Chulalongkorn. Prince An-

266 ) der Glaube an die spezifische Begnadung einer sozialen Institution als 
soldierr (...)*  (Weber 1976:675). 

Kingg Vajiravudh died without leaving a son as heir to the throne. On November 
24,, 1925 - two days before King Vajiravudh died - a daughter, his first and only 
child,, was born. The King had left a letter in which he named Prajadhiphok to be 
thee next king (Wyatt 1984:234). 

Accordingg to Thak, the new, revolutionary government did not feel secure 
enoughh to dare to eliminate the throne. They were afraid that such act would 
evokee strong resentments among the populace (1979:123). Prince Ananda Mahi-
doll  was a son of Prince Mahidol, a son of King Chulalongkorn. 
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andaa Mahidol, at that time only ten years old, was living with his 
familyy in Switzerland. After completing his education King Ananda 
returnedd to Thailand in December 1945. On June 9,1946, under still 
unclarifiedd circumstances, he was found dead in his bed, shot 
throughh the head.29 He was succeeded by his younger brother, 
Princee Bhumibol Adulyadej, at the time aged nineteen. Also King 
Bhumiboll  continued his stay in Switzerland to finish his studies. He 
returnedd to Thailand in 1951. As Thak points out, till that time no 
substantiationn had been given to the institution of the constitutional 
monarchy,, as a consequence of the long absence of an adult ruling 
monarchh almost since the revolution of 1932 (1979:309). However, 
thee charismatic potential of kingship remained a factor the new elite 
hadd to reckon with. 

Thee early protagonists of a modern, constitutional Thai state 
hadd difficulties in finding alternative concepts to counterbalance the 
morall  and political authority naturally attributed to the person of the 
king.. For the new power elite this was probably the major motiva-
tionn to abstain from drastically establishing a republic. In their need 
forr legitimacy the coup stagers even asked the king to forgive them 
(forr being negative about the king and the royal family) and to ap-
provee the new constitution. The king's eventual approval not only 
madee the constitutional monarchy a fact, but also turned the consti-
tutionn into a gift of the king to the people (Thak 1979:xiii-xiv; 
Riggss 1966: 94, 106-107). The coup d'etat had only weakened the 
politicall  power of the throne in favour of that of high military and 
civiliann officials. Although Siam was now led by a Prime Minister 
andd governed by a parliament, there was no democratic participa-
tionn in the form of independent representation of the people. Soon, 
thee new elite was extensively involved in power struggles and fac-
tionall  rivalry, and the problem of absence of popular recognition 
remainedd (cf. Riggs 1966). An almost successful counter-coup by 
royalistss in 1933 (led by Prince Boworadet, another grandson of 

Kingg Ananda's death still is a rich source of rumours and speculations, one of 
themm being that King Ananda did not die at all, but wanted to give up the throne. 
Somee people told me that he is living as a monk in Chiang Rai province, near Doi 
Tung.. The fact that the Princess Mother (Somdet Ya) built her summer residence 
att Doi Tung was explained from her longing to be as near to her son as possible. 
Notee the similarity with the Taksin stories, and the role of historical truth (Somdet 
Yaa indeed had her residence at Doi Tung) in enhancing the narrative truth of the 
story. . 
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Kingg Chulalongkora) increased the government's anxiety about the 
potentiall  power of the throne. In an effort to diminish the symbolic 
meaningg of the king, the 1932 coup promoters took care that King 
Prajadiphokk was succeeded by someone they considered harmless: 
thee very young and unknown Prince Ananda. Moreover, they abol-
ishedd most of the royal ceremonies and festivals connected with the 
monarchy. . 

Whenn King Bhumibol, having completed his study in Swit-
zerland,, returned to Thailand in 1951, not much had changed yet in 
termss of legitimacy. The government of Field Marshal 'Plaek' Phi-
bunn Songkhram (Phibun), one of the leaders of the 1932 coup,30 

wass very much aware of the charismatic potential of the monarchy, 
andd Phibun strongly opposed any attempt of the new king to dem-
onstratee his concern with national affairs in public. Consequently, 
Kingg Bhumibol did not have much possibility to exercise any influ-
encee on his functioning as king of Thailand (Morell and Chai-anan 
1981:64-65;; Thak 1979:309-310). In 1955, when the king made a 
nineteen-dayss tour of the Northeast, Thailand's most poverty-
strickenn area, Phibun proved to be quite right in his assessment of 
thee situation. It was the first time that King Bhumibol exposed him-
selff  to the people for many days in a relatively informal and per-
sonall  setting. The king appeared to be very popular and the tour 
becamee a success. Phibun consequently took care that the govern-
mentt did not finance any further royal trips. The king could not do 
anythingg to show his discontent with the Phibun government except 
forr not attending the official celebrations of the Buddhist 25th 

Centenniall  in 1957 (Thak 1979:310). 
Inn the course of 1957 the power of the Phibun government 

rapidlyy declined. For a part this was due to his willingness to re-
establishh diplomatic ties with communist China, a policy disap-
provedd by other sections within the army as well as among royalists 
(Morelll  and Chai-anan 1981:56). The strong public dissatisfaction 
withh the elections of February 26 of that year was another important 
impetus.. Phibun's victory was the result of vote-counting manipula-
tionn and threats. In the subsequent unrest and student rallies Phibun 
declaredd the state of emergency, and made his long-time associate, 
Fieldd Marshal Sarit Thanarat (Sarit), Supreme Commander of the 

Phibunn has been Prime Minister twice: from 1938 to 1943, and from 1947 to 
1957. . 
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militar yy forces. In the next half year  to follow, Sarit was able to dis-
tancee himself from Phibun and to make himself a popular, public 
figure.figure. On September  16, Sarit staged a successful coup, and 
broughtt  the Phibun era to its end (Thak 1979:106-120). Sarit had a 
totallyy different approach towards the monarchy than Phibun. Real-
isingg the weakness of his own claim to power  and aware of the still 
widelyy accepted legitimacy of the throne, he even immediately went 
too see the king after  the coup, t 0 inform him of his actions and 
thee king provided him with a document appointing him Defender  of 
thee Capital. Although the king probably had no choice but to com-
ply,, the ease and lack of conflict with the throne facilitated Sarit's 
legitimizationn in the eyes of the public'  (ibid.: 124). In a press con-
ferencee the day after  the coup Sarit showed the royal document to 
provee that his position was legal (ibid.). 

Thee above episode demonstrates that King Bhumibol still 
couldd rely on the charisma that came with his position as king of 
Thailand.. The replacement of the absolute by constitutional monar-
chy,, the discontinuation of royal ceremonies, and even the long ab-
sencee of a rulin g monarch, had not fundamentally weakened the 
belieff  in the elevated qualities of royal rule. The weak political per-
formancee of the subsequent governments only seems to have con-
firmedd such sentiments. But, although charisma of office has to be 
acknowledgedd as a factor  in building King Bhumibol's authority, 
thee concept does not sufficiently explain his current omnipresence 
andd significance. History shows that royal charisma of a magnitude 
ass that of King Rama DC is not a self-evident phenomenon. There-
foree I wil l widen the perspective to include a focus on the circum-
stancess that fostered the image of King Bhumibol as a king with 
extraordinaryy qualities, adding to his charisma of office an enor-
mous,, acquired, personal charisma. 

PaternalisticPaternalistic leadership 

AA close look at some of the policies developed during the regime of 
Saritt  Thanarat (1957-1963) wil l reveal part of the origin of the 
King' ss present personal charisma. The Sarit regime and the monar-
chyy developed an almost symbiotic relationship. Because Sarit 
neededd the throne to legitimise his power, the monarchy eventually 
wass able to develop again into an institution of great political sig-
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nificance.. Thak (1979) not only deserves the credits for analysing 
thiss development in detail, but he also demonstrates the importance 
off  the ideology of phokhun - or paternalistic - leadership in Sarit's 
thinking,, and its impact on the Thai political system before 1973. In 
thiss section I want to follow up Thak's analysis to demonstrate how 
closelyy King Bhumibol's present image is related to the politics and 
ideologyy developed by Sarit. After Sarit's death, the King was not 
onlyy able to continue the role and duties of the crown as laid down 
inn the Sarit period, but also to reclaim Sarit's * royal' role of fatherly 
leader. . 

TheThe fatherly leader 
Inn Sarit's view, the leader of the Thai nation should be to the people 
ass a father (phokhun) to his children. His approach, both paternalis-
ticc and authoritarian, was not compatible with the 1932 constitution, 
which,, regardless its limitations, still implied a liberal, Western-
inspiredd democratic system. Therefore Sarit staged a coup de main 
inn 1958, replaced the constitution, and introduced the patiwat (revo-
lutionary)) system. From then on the country was led by the Revolu-
tionaryy Council, headed by Sarit. The patiwat ideology contrasted 
Westernn democracy to a Thai style of democracy. The specific 
situationn of Thai society needed an adapted, appropriate political 
system.. In the words of one spokesman: 

Lett us hope that our democracy is like a plant having deep 
rootss in Thai soil. It should grow amidst the beating sun and 
whippingg rain. It should produce bananas, mangoes, rambu-
tans,, mangosteens and durians; not apples, grapes, dates, 
plumss or horse chestnuts' (Army Radio Lecture 20-8-1965; 
quotedd in Thak 1979:157). 

AA Thai way of democracy could only develop well when based on 
trulyy Thai political principles, i.e. 'political stability, proper social 
behaviourr [khwam riaproi]  and strong executive leadership which 
wouldd "represent" the popular wil l and national development' 
(ibid.:: 160). Sarit's phokhun leadership was considered to be such a 
thoroughlyy Thai quality. Significantly, though, this quality is 
stronglyy associated with meritorious Buddhist kingship. The origins 
off  the phokhun concept may be traced back to the founder of the 
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thirteenthh century Kingdom of Sukhothai, generally considered the 
firstt  independent Siamese kingdom, Phokhun (!) Si Intharathit . 
However,, it was his son, Father  King Ramkhamhaeng the Great 
(1276-1317)) (phokhun ramkhamhaeng maharat) who, in the twenti-
ethh century, became reknowned for  his fatherly style of rule. The 
father-imagee of this king stems from the inscriptions of the illustri -
ouss 'Stone of Ramkhamhaeng,'  (phrathaen manangkhasila) which 
wass discovered by Prince Mongkut (the later  King Rama IV) . A 
well-knownn part of the inscription reads: 

Thee King has hung a bell in the opening of the gate over 
there::  if any commoner  in the land has a grievance which 
sickenss his belly and gripes his heart, and which he wants to 
makee known to his ruler  and lord, it is easy: he goes and 
strikess the bell which the King has hung there; King Ram-
khamhaeng,, the ruler  of the kingdom, hears the call; he goes 
andd questions the man, examines the case, and decides it 
justlyy for  him (translation by A.B. Griswold and Prasert na 
Nagara,, in Wyatt 1994: 56). 

Saritt  borrowed his phokhun concept (fatherly and accessible leader-
ship)) from the Ramkhamhaeng inscription (Thak 1979:172). By ap-
propriatin gg this 'royal quality'  for  creating his personal image, Sarit 
jumpedd upon the band wagon already set in motion by King Vajira -
vudh,, who attributed great importance to his thirteenth-century 
predecessor.. For  his coronation ceremony King Vajiravud h had the 
oldd Chakri throne (installed by King Rama I) replaced by the 'Man-
angkhasilaa throne.'  This throne was constructed around the stone 
reputedd to have been used as a throne by King Ramkhamhaeng 
(ibid.:2777 n. 16).31 In addition, King Vajiravud h wrote plays, 
poems,, and musical dramas in which he glorified the patriotism, 
compassion,, and intelligence of the Sukhothai ruler  (Vella 

311 Again, King Vajiravudh has most probably been inspired by British custom, 
sincee the British coronation throne contained the Stone of Scone or Stone of Des-
tinity,, the ancient coronation stone of the Scottish kings taken to England in 1296. 
Inn 1996 the Stone was restored to the Scots, and is presently kept in Edinburgh 
Castle. . 
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1978:209-211).. During the first decades of the constitutional pe-
riodriod the image of King Ramkhamhaeng was further promoted by 
Luangg Wichit (see Chapter I), who as no other Thai possessed the 
qualityy of popularising history for political and nationalistic pur-
posess (see also Barmé 1993; Thongchai 1994:156-158). In 1954 his 
playy Anuphap Phokhun Ramkhamhaeng (The Prowess of Father 
Ramkhamhaeng)) had its premiere. In the play, King Ramkham-
haengg repeatedly expresses himself in sentences like: "I am the fa-
therr of all who reside in Muang Thai [Thailand]" or " I have no 
personall  secrets. A father has nothing to hide from his children." 
Luangg Wichit had also composed a song and dance entitled: 'Sound 
off  the Bell Song', inspired on the famous inscription cited above 
(seee Thak 1978:744-794). Public ideas on the importance of phok-
hunhun qualities in the person of the leader have been influenced a 
greatt deal by this play and other writings of Luang Wichit (ibid.; 
Thakk 1979:179-186). In an attempt to add a touch of kingly quali-
tiess to his leadership, Sarit extensively used the 'benevolent father' 
conceptt until his death in 1963. 

DelineatingDelineating the king's image 
Developmentt (phatthana) was the second ideological pillar of the 
Saritt government. In the phokhun ideology phatthana meant 'the 
benevolentt father helping the children' (cf. Thak 1979:186). This 
policy,, of course, has to be understood against the background of 
thee cold-war atmosphere and an increasing fear of communist ac-
tivities,, particularly in the impoverished areas. As a result, Sarit's 
pathh to 'development' was paved with repression. There was no 
roomm for deviant opinions or intellectual criticism. The harsh and 
dictatoriall  character of the government was problematic. Interna-
tionallyy as well as domestically Sarit sought legitimacy through 
maskingg the real nature of his regime (ibid. :312). It was there that 
thee monarchy entered the arena of contemporary politics. 

Immediatelyy after coming to power, Sarit developed a policy 
too make King Bhumibol the 'face' of the nation. He was very well 
awaree of the limitations his background as a provincial son of an 

Kingg Vajiravudh used the pen name Phra Ruang, which could refer to either 
Kingg Ramkhamhaeng or Phokhun Si Intharathit, as well as to the whole Suk-
hothaii  dynasty (Vella 1978:209). 
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armyy major imposed when it came to representing the country 
abroad.. Orchestrated by Sarit, the king and queen visited twenty-
threee countries between 1958 and 1963. The lasting impression the 
well-educatedd and sophisticated royal couple made wherever they 
wentt served as an advertisement for the nation and the Sarit gov-
ernmentt (Thak 1979:312-314). A similar line was followed domes-
tically.. The royal family, particularly the king, the queen and the 
princesss mother (Somdet Ya), began traveling the countryside. They 
attendedd and sponsored weddings and cremations of military offi-
cers,, and presented decorations and titles awarded to military and 
memberss of other, narrowly related, elite circles (Morell and Chai-
anann 1981:66). 

Thee activities of the King and his support for the govern-
mentt could only be received positively as '[i] t was hard for the Thai 
publicc to envision the monarch as someone who was not concerned 
forr the future of the country whose past had been shaped and pro-
tectedd by his ancestors. This faith, coupled with the traditional be-
liefss surrounding kingship (...) made advice from the king very 
authoritativee with the public' (Thak 1979:316). From 1960 on, the 
Kingg regularly expressed his support for the governmental policies 
off  promoting national security and economic development. Espe-
ciallyy his recurrent mentioning of the danger of communism - at 
leastt implicitly - legitimised the increasing militarisation of Thai 
society.. Remote areas, inhabited by hill tribe people and therefore 
suspectedd of being particularly sensitive to communist activities, 
becamee a special target for the royal visits, a policy that led to a 
closee interaction between the royal family and the Border Patrol Po-
licee (Morell and Chai-anan 1981:66). 

Inn his turn, Sarit promoted the throne. The king, for instance, 
wass given his own radio station (Riggs 1966:151). His visits to 
templess and the donations he made to the Sangha always received 
muchh attention in the press. Another activity was the king's presen-
tationn of a specially cast Buddha image to each province within the 
kingdomm (Keyes 1987:209). Also remarkable were the extensive 
celebrationss of the king's return from his fourteen-months visit to 
Europee and the United States. Furthermore, some of the annual 
ceremoniess and festivals abandoned since 1932 were revived, the 
mostt important being the 'First Ploughing Ceremony' and the 
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**  Royal Kathin Ceremony. These ceremonies certainly contributed 
too a revitalised perception of the king as the spiritual apex of the na-
tion. . 

Sarit,, in the meantime, cultivated his fatherly phokhun im-
age,, which, because of its direct link with King Ramkhamhaeng, 
alsoo was the image of the nation's leader. While leaving the full 
creditss of charisma of office to the king, and even initiating policies 
thatt would increase the king's personal influence, he managed to 
buildd himself a power position based on personal charisma. He ex-
tensivelyy used the father-child idiom, speaking about himself as be-
ingg the father of one big family (the nation). He made many small, 
butt popular (though often short-lived) decisions with an immediate 
effectt to show his benevolence, like cutting electricity rates. He was 
veryy accessible, also for those who belonged to the lowest echelons 
off  society. Furthermore, he frequently toured the countryside to 
demonstratee that he cared for the people and that he wanted to learn 
aboutt their needs (Thak 1979:186-208). His visits to the provinces, 
thosee to the Northeast in particular, convinced him that the rural 
populationn had two basic needs: water and roads (ibid.:228). Con-
sequently,, road construction and irrigation projects became the fo-
cuss of the phatthana policy. At the same time, however, the 
emphasiss on road construction (largely financed by the United 
States)) also reflected security considerations (see below). 

Inn the second half of the Sarit regime King Bhumibol be-
camee increasingly outspoken in his political opinions. He also be-
camee more involved with other circles of society, especially with 
studentss and with members of the private sector. Frequent audiences 
grantedd to private citizens were another new development. Further-
more,, the king became the central figure in many charity programs 
(ass receiver and allocator of funds) (Thak 1979:332-333), which in 
theirr turn generally were financed by representatives of the financial 
oligarchyy of military, bureaucrats, and leading business families 

Thee First Ploughing Ceremony is a Brahmin ritual conducted in front of the 
Grandd Palace (on the Royal Fields or Sanam Luang in front of the Grand Palace) 
too ensure a good harvest. Immediately after its revival in I960, people from all 
overr the country attended the ritual and 'descended on the newly ploughed field 
too scrounge for the "blessed" seeds' (Thak 1979:323). In the Royal Kathin Cere-
monyy the king makes merit by presenting gifts to the Sangha, thereby projecting 
'hiss role into the midst of those activities which are most sacred to [the people]' 
(Riggss 1966:101). 
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(Morelll  and Chai-anan 1981:66). In this respect Morell and Chai-
anann speak of a 'definit e symbiotic relationship (...) between the 
militar yy elite that ruled Thailand and the royalty that reigned over 
it ''  (ibid.:64). The Sarit government supported the royal activities 
becausee it benefited from the increasing prestige of the throne, 
whilee at the same time the monarchy took advantage from the op-
portunitie ss offered by Sarit and became a factor  of political signifi-
cancee again. After  Sarit's death in 1963, Field Marshal Thanom 
Kittikachor nn took over  the power, but not the phokhun image. The 
king,, however, continued paying visits to the rural areas, speaking 
withh the villagers in person, and expressing his concern about their 
well-being,, to become a main initiator  of many development pro-
grams.. In the years that followed, up to the present day, the two key 
elementss of the image of the Sarit regime -phokhun andphatthana 
-- have remained predominant, but now entirely as part of the image 
off  the king. 

Sarit'ss death enabled the king to increase his personal cha-
risma.risma. The phokhun image, temporarily appropriated by the com-
monerr  Sarit, now could become exclusively the king's. But, 
althoughh 'being a father  to the people' is part of the image of the 
idealideal Thai king - and therefore such an image is easier  to appropri-
atee by a king than by a commoner  - it is a quality that remains to 
bee proven. When King Bhumibol returned to Thailand in 1951 he 
certainlyy was not a father  figure, yet. The king's open display of 
empathyy with those in the kingdom suffering hardship, his caring 
attitude,, and his personal encounters with villagers throughout the 
sixtiess and early seventies, laid the foundations for  the image of the 
kingg as a father, leader, and source of well-being and prosperity. 
Towardss the end of the 1960s the king had developed into a power 
off  his own, increasingly influencing politics rather  than being influ -
encedd (cf. Morell and Chai-anan 1981:68). For  this period it has 
beenn concluded that 'the king's popularity could not have been 
higher''  (Bowie 1998:96). 

PillarPillar  of stability 

Thee central theme of this section wil l be the development of the im-
agee of the King as a trul y national leader, as a 'unifier  of the Thai 
people''  who has saved Thailand from civil war  twice. As mentioned 
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earlier,, the two events particularly associated with this image are 
thee uprisings of October 14,1973 ('Bloody Sunday') and of 17-20 
Mayy 1992 ('Black May'). A positioning of these episodes in the 
hagiographyy requires, however, an additional focus on Thailand's 
mostt traumatic political experience of the second half of the twenti-
ethh century: the coup of October 6, 1976 (hok tula) and its violent 
preludee and aftermath. In terms of 'civil war' October 6, 1976 may 
havee been more threatening than October 14, 1973 or May 17-20, 
1992.. On the fatal date of October 6, 1976 more than a hundred stu-
dentss were killed by paramilitary groups (e.g. the Village Scouts 
Movement,, and the Border Patrol Police), while thousands were de-
tainedd and many were forced to flee into the jungle. However, in the 
king'ss hagiography October 1976 has no place. As I hope to show 
below,, this 'absence' of October 1976 points to a 'twilight-
zone'(Thodenn van Velzen 2000) where fantasy scenarios reflect un-
articulatedd fears of the ultimate threat to the Thai political cosmos: a 
failuree of kingship. However, before entering into the realm of what 
II  would like to call 'the dark side of kingship,' I wil l provide more 
detaill  about the political constellation of the late sixties and early 
seventies,, which forms the background of the October 1973 and Oc-
toberr 1976 crises. 

BloodyBloody Sunday - October 14,1973 
Inn the period of Field Marshal Thanom Kittikachorn's Prime Minis-
tershipp (1963-1973) Thailand increasingly became involved in the 
Coldd War politics of the United States and the escalating Indochina 
War.. This involvement (from 1964 onwards) not only included 
permissionn to the U.S. for operating from Northeastern airports to 
attackk the so-called 'Ho Chi Minh trail' and for stationing U.S. 
troopss on Thai territory (45,000 in 1968), but also active participa-
tionn of Thai military in the U.S. operations in Vietnam. In mid-1964 
aa Thai Air Force contingent was stationed in South-Vietnam, a na-
vall  contingent followed in 1965, while the first Thai ground forces 
(2,2000 troops) were sent in 1967 (a number to grow to over 11,000 
inn 1969) (Wyatt 1984:286-288). The engagement of the Thai with 
thee United States and the Vietnam War should for one part be un-
derstoodd as a continuation, expansion and escalation of the anti-
communistt ideology that had been dominating official politics since 
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1932,, while also providing the successive militar y governments 
withh a strong legitimation of their  increasing influence on Thai poli-
ticss and society (cf. Morell and Chai-anan 1981:55-56).35 

Thee Thai communist party, formally established in 1942, 
onlyy has been allowed to operate in public in the short post-World-
War-I II  civilian interregnum (1944-1947). In 1947, however, Phibun 
tookk power  again to put an end to this period of relative open poli-
tics.. Phibun's anticommunist policy was strongly intensified under 
Sarit366 and subsequently under  the regime of Thanom, Praphat, and 
Narongg (the leaders of the rightwin g militar y clique introduced in 
Chapterr  IV) . 'By the 1970s all opposition was labelled communist 
andd thereby isolated and defeated (or  at least forced underground)' 
(Morel ll  and Chai-anan 1981:56). Despite the government's phat-
thana-basedthana-based counterinsurgency policy, the CPT had been able to 
mobilisee approximately 6,500 armed insurgents by the end of 1973. 
Ass a consequence of increasing inflation , low crop prices, and rela-
tivee impoverishment more and more peasants proved ready to join 
thee CPT's armed struggle. The monetary assistance provided by the 
U.S.. was not allocated for  liftin g the poor  man's plight, but used for 
infrastructura ll  projects, armament and militar y transport (ibid.:90-
91).. Moreover, the military' s flagrant corruption - Chai-anan nick-
namess them 'commercial soldiers' for  their  boundless involvement 
inn financial and commercial activities (1982:14) - made them ill -
famedd among urban people as well. In particular  the second man, 
thee powerful Praphat Charusathien, was generally disliked for  being 

Inn reaction to an economic reform plan by the progressive section of the revolu-
tionaryy government of 1932-1933 to nationalise the entire Siamese economy, the 
constitutionn was suspended by the conservative faction and an anticommunism 
actt was promulgated (Barmé 1993:74; Morell and Chai-anan 1981:79). Before 
thatt King Vajiravudh already had been a fervent anticommunist (see Vella 1978). 
Similarly,, a fear of anti-royalist sentiments withheld King Chulalongkorn from 
sendingg sons or other Siamese youth of high birth to France. Instead, imperial 
Great-Britain,, Russia, and Germany were deemed fit for the education of Siamese 
nobility. . 
355 In the subsequent governments of Phahon (1933-1938) and Phibun (1938-
1944)) military representation in the cabinet had not been less than 39% in 1932 
withh a high point of 80% in 1944 (Morell and Chai-anan 1981:60-61). Defence 
expendituree rose from 15 million baht in 1933-1934 to 26 million baht in 1938 
(Chai-anann 1982). 
366 In 1961, Sarit had the Northeastern farmer activist Khrong Chandawong pub-
liclyy executed. 
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'overtlyy corrupt in building his financial position' (Morell and Chai-
anann 1981:54).37 Morell and Chai-anan: 

Thiss darkened his image with the general public, more so 
withh segments of the bureaucracy, and especially the palace. 
Dislikee of Praphat lay behind much of the perceived crisis of 
successionn [of Thanom] and the widespread animosity that 
producedd the uprising of October 1973 (ibid.). 

Thee 1969 elections, organised by the Thanom regime in an attempt 
too contain public discontent, did not help stop the increasing criti-
cismm from various sections of society. Labourers, peasants, students, 
ordinaryy people, and even elite liberals, openly advocated a less cor-
ruptt and less repressive political climate. The growing tensions lead 
too a new coup d'état, organised by Praphat, and strongly supported 
byy his, equally unpopular, son-in-law, Colonel Narong. The old 
militaryy clique once more dissolved parliament and suspended the 
constitutionn 8 to re-install military rule. However, all the repressive 
measuress taken could not save the regime from the antigovernmen-
tall  sentiments set in motion, which eventually led to massive stu-
dentt demonstrations in 1973 (on October 13 approximately 400,000 
peoplee participated). These protests started in June and ended with a 
hastyy departure of Thanom, Praphat and Narong into exile after the 
decisivee protests of October 14 (Morell and Chai-anan 1981:145-

Inn 1969, Praphat was a member of the boards of forty-four commercial enter-
prises.. Because of his business obligations he had to delegate much of his army 
taskss to his senior army officers. One of these officers, General Krit Sivara in his 
turnn was a board member in fifty firms (Chai-anan 1982:18; Morell and Chai-
anann 1981:53). 
388 As Callahan puts it: '[C]oup, constitution, elections, are actually all linked to-
gether.. A coup d'état is a violation of the constitutional mechanism of govern-
ment.. Hence, after each coup in Thailand, the existing constitution is abrogated, 
andd it is customary for the junta to write another document and hold election' 
(1995:103).. So, earlier new constitutions had been written after the coup d'états 
off  1933, 1947, 1951,1957 and 1958. Chai-anan has described this sequence of 
onee coup always leading to the next as 'the vicious cycle of Thai politics' 
(1982:1). . 
399 For a detailed and thorough analysis of this period and its aftermath I refer to 
Morelll  and Chai-anan (1981). 
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Whatt was the position of the monarchy in this crucial pe-
riod?riod? In the preceding years the king had expressed himself regu-
larlyy in favour of democratic reforms, while he also had become 
moree and more outspoken in his criticism of the military. It is, how-
ever,, necessary to differentiate here between the king's actions and 
thee king's actual power. On October 14, fighting broke out in front 
off  Chitralada Palace between students and the Bangkok riot police. 
Thee king then ordered to open the palace gates to enable the stu-
dentss to hide from the violence. The photographs of the royal family 
meetingg students kneeling in rows in the palace grounds have be-
comee famous. Outside the gates, however, the violence quickly 
spreadd all over the city and that day over one hundred people were 
killed.. October 14 became known as 'Bloody Sunday.' Then, 
againstagainst all expectations, the military did not interfere, although 
Thanomm still wanted to suppress the uprising (ibid.: 147). According 
too Morell and Chai-anan: 

[A]]  deep split was developing within the military's own 
leadership.. General Krit Sivara, army commander-in-chief, 
begann to adopt a position independent of the Thanom-
Praphatt group. This split prevented those who advocated use 
off  strong measures, particularly Colonel Narong, from stag-
ingg a major attack on the demonstrators. General Krit's in-
terventionn rendered further military suppression untenable, 
leavingg Thanom, Praphat and Narong no alternative but to 
fleee the country, after being personally ordered by the king 
todoso(ibid.:147-148). . 

Noww we have finally collected all the pieces we need to start laying 
thee jigsaw puzzle of the king's present image as 'pillar of stability.' 
Itt was the king who ordered Thanom, Praphat, and Narong to leave 
thee country, although it was General Krit's decision not to support 
Thanomm and Praphat that ended their power. However, General 
Krit' ss role in ending the Thanom regime has vanished from social 
memory,400 which was fully occupied by the image of the royal fam-
ilyy among the students in the Chitralada palace grounds. Other well-
knownn images of this period are the photographs of the 400,000 

Generall  Krit's early and unexpected death in April 1976 certainly has facili-
tatedd his vanishing from the popular scenario. 
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marchingg from Thammasat University to the Democracy Monument 
onn October 13, carrying Buddhist and national flags as well as por-
traitss of King Bhumibol and Queen Sirikit, and the images of the 
royall  couple visiting hospitalised students wounded in the violence 
(cf.. Marks 1977:54). Until today, as the final part of this section 
wil ll  demonstrate, the latter images symbolise the king's support of 
democracy. . 

EndEnd of democracy - October 6, 1976 
Thee period 1973-1976, often referred to as the 'democratic period,' 
actuallyy was a period of increasing polarisation between reformers 
andd reactionaries. This complex episode has been described and 
analysedd thoroughly by other authors (in particular Morell and 
Chai-anann 1981, but also Anderson 1977; Bowie 1997; Chai-anan 
1982;; Girling 1981). For my argument it is important that, in the 
coursee of the polarisation process, the student/labour movement in-
creasinglyy became associated with societal division and commu-
nism,, the conservatives with national unity and stability, and the 
royall  family with the conservatives. Not only to the conservative 
elite,, but also to the urban middle classes, the striving for reform 
becamee more and more synonymous with a policy of violence and 
conflict,, leading Thailand into becoming 'another Vietnam' (Bowie 
1997:109).. In this atmosphere the king's choice was for stability, a 
choicee possibly strengthened by the abolition of the Laotian and 
Cambodiann monarchies by communists in December 1975 and 
Aprill  1976 respectively (Anderson 1977:23-24; Bowie 1997:107-
108;; Morell and Chai-anan 1981:272). After 1974, the king's initial 
overtt sympathy with the democratic movement gradually dimin-
ishedd and instead the royal family increasingly supported the reac-
tionaryy politics propagated by the military and business elite. 
Moreover,, in 1975/1976 a deliberate choice was made for a more 
militaryy image of the throne. The basis for this militarised image lay 
inn the close contacts between the royal family and the Border Patrol 
Police,, a relationship that goes back to the Sarit era. These intensive 
contactss between the BPP and the monarchy not only were ex-
pressedd in a shared view on development and security policies in 
thee 'sensitive' hill tribe areas, but also by the establishment of im-
portantt BPP centres close to the royal family's summer palaces in 
Huaa Hin and Prachuab Khiri Khan (Morell and Chai-anan 1981:66). 
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Royall  hill tribe visits were usually made under BPP guidance, and 
BPPP officials frequently served as royal bodyguards, too (Bowie 
1997:97). . 

Whenn in 1971 a BPP general founded the Village Scouts 
Movement,, the king almost immediately offered his patronage to 
stimulatee further growth and spread of the organisation. The active 
supportt of the king, according to Bowie, for one part should be 
viewedd in the light of the king's general support of the BPP's coun-
terinsurgencyy politics. For another part, the establishment of the 
Villagee Scouts Movement well fitted the king's conviction that an 
**  antimilitary, anticorruption, prodevelopment, and popular grass-
rootss organisation', in due time, could do away with the corrupt 
Thanom-Praphatt military regime (Bowie 1997:98). Although the 
movementt steadily grew in size between 1972 and 1974, member-
shipp rose dramatically from less then 100,000 members by the end 
off  1974 to almost two million at the end of 1976 (ibid.:99). The in-
creasingg association of the king with 'the right' was the base of this 
spectacularr growth. It stimulated the conservative upper and middle 
classess to support the movement financially, in the hope that the 
Villagee Scouts offered an alternative to communism. 

So,, for what reasons was the king in the end perceived as 
beingg sympathetic with reactionary forces only? During 1975 the 
royall  family regularly attended and presided over cremations of 
soldiers,, volunteers and BPP service-men who died in counterinsur-
gencyy actions. On April 2, 1975 Princess Sirindhorn was appointed 
Presidentt of the patriotic Sai Jai Thai Foundation under Royal Pa-
tronagee (see Chapter III) . Even more outspoken was the king's 1976 
visitt to a training camp of the Red Gaurs (Krathing Daeng), a pa-
ramilitaryy vocational students organisation established by the Inter-
nall  Security Operations Command (Marks 1977:59). The Red 
Gaurs,, primarily active in Bangkok, were infamous for their violent 
actionss (i.e. attacks on progressive students, assassination of labour 
leaderss and leftist politicians, the throwing of grenades into 
crowds).. The Red Gaurs, as well as Thailand's other most important 
rightwingrightwing organisations Nawaphon ('The Ninth Strengths:' 'possi-
blyy a symbolic reference to King Rama IX' Morell and Chai-

411 The Internal Security Operations Command, until 1975 the Communist Sup-
pressionn Operations Command, evolved from a combined civilian-police-military 
head-quarterr established in 1976 by the government to counterbalance the grow-
ingg strength of the CPT (Morell and Chai-anan 1981:286). 
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anan:: 1981:238); the National Vocational Student Centre of Thai-
landd and the Tree Thai Army/ extensively used portraits of the 
kingg and queen during their anti-leftist rallies. As Marks notes: 
'Thatt nothing was done to either criticize such practices or to forbid 
themm was for leftists tantamount to evidence of royal tacit support 
forr the forces of the right' (ibid.:58). It can be added that the right, 
indeed,, came to the same conclusion. The Village Scouts, 'under 
royall  patronage' grew tremendously because of the large amounts 
off  money poured into the organisation by conservatives to evolve, 
fromm 1975 onward, into an 'urban middle class phenomenon under 
thee control of right wing politicians' (Bowie 1997:110). 

Eventually,, the violent ending of the democratic period 
evolvedd mainly around the return of Thanom, who immediately 
uponn his arrival on September 19, 1976 was rushed to Wat 
Boworniwett - the foremost royal temple - to be ordained as a monk 
inn order to obtain social immunity. Reputedly, the king had ap-
provedd Thanom's return: the royal couple visited him at the temple 
twoo days after his return (Bowie 1997:126; Morell and Chai-anan 
1981:271).. October 5, the day before the actual coup, right wing 
presss and the military radio claimed that Thammasat University 
studentss had insulted the monarchy by staging an execution of 
Crownn Prince Vajiralongkorn in effigy, and were about to attack 
Watt Boworniwet, summoning 'all patriots' to gather and fight. That 
eveningg a four thousand Village Scouts and other paramilitary 
groupss assembled around the campus which previously had been 
lockedd by the Border Patrol Police. The next day, 

[w]it hh the police in the lead, the mob stormed the campus. 
Thee carnage was almost unbelievable. Some students were 
burnedd alive or lynched from nearby trees; others were sim-
plyy shot at point-blank range, some on the university 
grounds,, others as they attempted to flee the campus on foot 
orr to swim to safety (...). Official government reports later 
mentionedd forty-six dead, but other observers believe the 
tolll  was much higher.42 Hundreds were wounded (...). None 

Officialss of the 'Chinese Benevolent Organisation' [the Po Tek Tueng, an or-
ganisationn dedicated to the transport and cremation of people wounded or killed 
inn traffic accidents, fires, and other (urban) disasters] reported to have handled 
moree than a hundred corpses that day (Bowie 1997:28). 
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off  the rightists or  police were ever  arrested for  their  actions 
(Morelll  and Chai-anan 1981:275). 

Inn the evening the militar y announced that the National Administra-
tivee Reform Council, a militar y junta, was in charge 'in order  to re-
storee stability and law and order  to the kingdom' (ibid.).43 After  the 
coupp the king did nothing to distance himself from the militar y gov-
ernmentt  and their  allies, on the contrary. First of all, the king ap-
provedd the appointment of the extremely conservative Thanin 
Kraivichien ,, a former  Supreme Court judge, as Prime Minister . 
Thaninn had 'a reputation for  integrity , an ardent anticommunist 
whosee writing s had become standard fare at militar y academies, an 
adviserr  to the Internal Security Operations Command, and a person 
closelyy associated with the palace' (Girlin g 1981:217). Secondly, 
thee policy of promoting a 'militar y royal image' was continued. The 
royall  family more and more attended public occasions dressed in 
militar yy uniforms. In contrast to the sympathy displayed by the 
royall  couple with the victims of 1973 (with hospital visits and by 
presidingg over  the cremation ceremony for  instance), the royal fam-
ilyy now were shown visiting hospitalised soldiers and policemen, 
woundedd in combat with communists. Almost daily, newspapers 
publishedd photographs of the crown prince in the company of army 
andd police officers. The crown prince and the king were also con-
tinuouslyy shown surrounded by Village Scouts or  attending scout 
initiations.. Formal portrait s of members of the royal family in Vil -
lagee Scout uniform were made for  national distribution . Not only 
amongg liberals but also among prominent royalists it was felt that 
thee monarchy's militarisatio n and explicit support for  the right 
damagedd the institution' s reputation (Bowie 1997:140).44 Signifi-
cantly,, it was in this period that rumours about a political division 
withi nn the royal family first surfaced in the public arena. 

Thee military were far from united. In fact, the military that supported the 
NARCC were a different faction from those behind the orchestration of the Tham-
masatt massacre. However, going into details on the military power struggles 
wouldd lead me to far from my actual subject: the fissure in the image of the royal 
family.. I therefor refer to Bowie (1997), Girling (1981), and to Morell and Chai-
anann (1981) for detailed analyses of these struggles. 
444 Another indication of the increasing alliance between monarchy and military is 
thee tremendous rise of the number of people charged with lèse majesté: from nine 
casess in the 1950s to more than hundred in the 1970s (Streckfuss 1996:59). 
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Inn leaflets distributed in Bangkok after the October 6, 1976 
coupp it was argued that the queen and her relatives were attempting 
'too force the king to abdicate in favor of the crown prince, who was 
saidd to be under his mother's influence' (Morell and Chai-anan 
1981:272).. 'Reliable sources' (ibid.) suggested that it was the 
queen,, and not the king, who had actively supported the return of 
Thanomm 'and finally implicated the king in the situation' (ibid.). 'It 
iss she (it is said) who determined the choice of the obsequious 
Thanin'' (Kershaw quoted in Bowie 1997:140, see also Keyes 
1987:100).. The rumours about attempts of the queen to manipulate 
thee succession to the throne might have been spurred by the unex-
pectedd return of the crown prince from Australia (where he was 
studying)) on October 2. The fact that the conflict about Thanom's 
returnn three days later escalated through a supposed mock hanging 
off  the crown prince's effigy - whether this really happened or not, 
iss not that relevant for my argument here45 - indicates that negative 
ideass about the crown prince already had been circulating for a 
longerr period and that the 'pro crown prince' camp apparently knew 
aboutt the existence of such ideas in student circles. According to 
Marks:: 'Though a taboo subject in most Thai circles, discreet com-
mentss on the composition of the royal family had gone on for years' 
(1977:56).. In activist student circles such comments apparently had 
beenn less discreet: '[ljeftist students frequently mocked [the crown 
prince's]]  dress, carriage and alleged clumsiness and lack of intelli-
gence,, though only among themselves'(ibid.). Adding to this image 
off  'an incompetent successor to the throne' was the unexpected an-
nouncementt that the crown prince would marry his first cousin So-
amsawaleee Kitiyaka, a niece of Queen Sirikit, in January 1977. In 
Bowie'ss dryly wording: '[pjublic confidence in the suitability of the 
bridee was undermined by her failure to complete high school' 
(1997:141).. Later, comparable rumours circulated about the mental 
capacitiess of the couple's daughter and only child, Princess Bajra 
Kitiyabhaa (b. 7-12-1978). 

Thus,, at the end of the seventies, in certain urban, intellec-
tual,, and court circles doubts about the future of the monarchy had 
becomee articulated in rumours about a lack of intelligence on the 
sidee of the crown prince and of calculating and deceitful manipula-

455 The students have always denied intentionally insulting the crown prince 
(Markss 1977:60). 
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tionss on the side of the queen. The king and the princess, neither  of 
themm any less involved in the militarisatio n of the image of the 
monarchy,, largely stayed out of range, although, as a whole, the im-
agee of the monarchy had been tarnished (cf. Bowie 1997:127-
131).466 For  my analysis it is significant that this split in the image of 
thee Thai monarchy not only still exists after  twenty-five years, but 
alsoo has become detached from its democratic, intellectual and lib-
erall  elite origin. At present the 'dark side of kingship' has become a 
generall  feature of urban middle class imaginations about the mon-
archy.. In this imagination the members of the royal family no 
longerr  are discussed in terms of their  actual role in political or  eco-
nomicc developments: they have become icons, captured in images. 

Thee king has become the royal saint described above. The 
imagee of Princess Sirindhorn evolves in a similar  fashion. The role 
off  the crown prince and the queen in fantasy scenarios shows how 
theyy are perceived as potentially destructive, even as endangering 
thee continuity of the Thai kingdom. Take for  instance the shooting 
incidentt  rumours outlined above: irrespective of the differences, the 
actorss are envisioned as acting according to fixed imaginary roles. 
However,, such imaginary succession scenarios not only serve to 
articulatee anxieties about the futur e of the kingdom, but also enable 
too dissociate any involvement of the royal family with 'wrong' po-
liticall  powers from the king. As a royal saint, King Bhumibol only 
cann be good and omitting 1976 from his biography supports this 
image. . 

BlackBlack May- May 17-20, 1992 
Thee latest addition to the king's hagiography has been the well-
orchestratedd ending of Thailand's most recent political crisis, 
'Blackk May,'  1992. Here we see not only how the image of 'the 
kingg saves Thailand from civil war' was deliberately used as an in-
strumentt  in actual politics, but also how, irrespective of the ambigu-
ityy of the king's role, the king really 'only can be good.' 
Paradoxically,, the image of the king, a depoliticised icon, has be-
comee a powerful political device. 

466 Only the CPT definitely turned against the king in the course of 1977, accusing 
thee king of being fully responsible for the violence of October 6. However, with 
thiss point of view the CPT held an isolated position in Thai society (Marks 
1977:70). . 
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Thee 1992 May events sprang from an increasing resentment 
againstt the group of military officers who had come to power after a 
coupp d'etat staged on February 23, 1991. The coup stagers, in a bid 
too link up with the general political sentiment, legitimated their in-
terventionn by referring to the severe corruption of the toppled 
Chatichaii  Choonhavan government.47 Initially they did meet rela-
tivelyy littl e opposition, because of the general relief about the gov-
ernment'ss end. After the coup a National Peace Keeping Council 
(NPKC,, khana raksa khwam sangob riaproi haeng chat) was in-
stalled,, a military council that would govern Thailand until March 
1992.. Public protests against the appointment of coup leader Gen-
erall  Suchinda Kraprayoon as unelected prime minister on April 7, 
19922 - despite his earlier promise not to enter the government -
begann to increase after May 6,1992. That day pro-democracy leader 
Majorr General Chamlong Srimuang started a 'fast to death' to en-
forcee Suchinda's resignation.48 On May 17 a mass non-violent sit-in 
demonstrationn was organised at the Royal Field in front of the 
Grandd Palace, to put pressure on parliament to revise the new, dicta-
toriall  constitution issued by the NPKC in December 1991. Despite 
thee massive protests against the NPKC constitution - which allowed 
forr instance for an unelected prime minster - the charter was 
passed.499 Significantly, the king at the time encouraged the accep-
tancee of the constitution (cf. Callahan 1995:104). On May 18 the 
governmentt tried to end the protests with military violence, in the 
effortt killin g a large number of people.50 Chamlong, together with 

Thee coup stagers motivated their action with the following reasons: '(...) royal 
assassinationn plots, corruption, parliamentary dictatorship, politicians harassing 
governmentt officials and disrespect for the military' (Callahan 1995:101). 
88 The protests actually began with the hunger strike of the well-known non-

violentt activist and former member of parliament, Chalart Vorachart. When 
Chamlongg began his hunger strike on May 6, Chalart had already been fasting for 
nearlyy one month in front of the parliament building. However, only when the 
moree charismatic and popular Chamlong engaged in the struggle, the fasts really 
gott public attention (see Callahan 1995:104-107). 
99 The proposed constitution evoked the largest demonstration since 1976:70,000 

peoplee participated (others even mention a number of 100,000 (Anek 1993:113). 
Inn reaction Suchinda then promised not to become prime minister (Callahan 
1995:104). . 
500 The exact death toll still is a matter of dispute. Relatives of the victims, organ-
isedd in the May Heroes Committee, have not yet given up attempts to convince 
thee government to start a search for the bodies of people who disappeared during 
thee crackdown. These bodies are believed to be hidden in twenty places in the 
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thousandss of others, was arrested. But, different from 1976, and 
againstt  expectations, the protests continued until May 20. That day 
thee militar y stopped shooting and decided to negotiate. 

Twoo days of tense waiting followed. On May 23, in an ex-
traordinar yy television broadcast, the crisis was brought to and end. 
Suchindaa and Chamlong - the leaders of the antidemocracy and 
prodemocracyy camps respectively -were received in an audience by 
thee king, approaching him on their  knees, to be 'reminded' of their 
obligationss towards the nation, and to be told that their  stubbornness 
endangeredd the nation. The whole scene, humiliatin g for  both the 
militar yy and the protestors, was the outcome of extensive negotia-
tions.. It was agreed upon that Suchinda should resign, and that, in 
return ,, the king should announce * amnesty for  all involved.'  For 
twoo reasons, the democratic groups found the amnesty hard to ac-
cept.. First, the militar y officers responsible for  the shooting and 
subsequentt  casualties could not be prosecuted. Second, the amnesty 
impliedd that, essentially, there is no difference between militar y at-
temptingg to safeguard their  power  at any price, and those devoted to 
thee common good of democracy. The ambiguity of the king's role -
hiss earlier  support for  the constitution, his late intervention, and the 
amnestyy granted - is, like the 1976 case, only acknowledged and 
rememberedd within a rather  limited circle of intellectuals, activists, 
andd families of the victims who died in the crackdown. For  the ma-
jority ,, the king's role is determined by the image of the king calling 
thee opponents to order  (see figure 31). This general perception of 
'thee king solving the crisis'  was well expressed by Son, owner  of a 
mid-sizee Chiang Mai bookstore (earlier  quoted in Chapter  I). The 
firstt  thing she said when our  conversation came to King Bhumibol 
was: : 

Hee is the best king we ever  had. Think for  instance of May 
1992.. Fighting broke out. Soldiers even began to shoot. The 
kingg closed his palace. For  a while nothing happened, but 
thenn the king appeared on television with Suchinda and 
Chamlong.. He reprimanded them as a father. Even now, 
whenn I think of it again, this episode gives me goose bumps. 

country,, all under military jurisdiction (see for instance The Bangkok Post, May 
19,, 2001). 
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Thee image of the 1992 audience with Suchinda and Chamlong - the 
kingg actually solving the then crisis - completes the image of Octo-
berr 1973 - the king supporting democracy amongst the students in 
thee palace grounds. Both images, as visual evidence of historical 
truth,, support and strengthen the narrative truth of the king's hagi-
ography. . 

Suphab,, owner of a stationary shop in Chiang Mai, told me: 
'Withoutt the monarchy, we [the Thai] cannot exist (yu mai 
dat).dat). Take for instance the violence of October 1973 and of 
1992.. In both cases it was thanks to the king that the vio-
lencee ended.' 

Phanya,, owner of a small porcelain factory in Chiang Mai: 
'Wee were saved from civil war twice only because the king 
managedd to stop Thai people fighting against each other in 
Octoberr and in 1992.M 

Likee the king's role in ending the crises of October 1973 and May 
1992,, the crises themselves have become icons, too. They have be-
comee loosened from their actual political contents and tend to 
mergee into one single image symbolising either the struggle for de-
mocracyy or the worst political scenario imaginable: civil war, Thai 
shootingg Thai. This merging can be found visualised in King Bhu-
mibolmibol Adulyadej. Thailand's Guiding Light, the book issued by the 
Bangkokk Post in commemoration of the king's Golden Jubilee in 
1996.. Anuraj Manibhandu, the author of 'Pillar of Stability,' ac-
cordingg to the editorial the book's main chapter, writes: 'HM's best-
knownn acts are the interventions of October 14, 1973, and May 20, 
1992,, which saved the country from disaster' (1996:28). Here the 
authorr names May 20 (the end of the shooting) as the date of the 
royall  intervention, instead of May 23, the date of the televised audi-
ence.. We see how myth 'takes over' history: the ending of the 
shootingg tends to be presented as the outcome of the intervention. 
Thee accompanying pictorial section first amply covers the 1973 
protestss and the royal family's concern with the student protestors, 

511 This quote is an example of how 'October' {tula) from the name of the 1973 
crisiss has evolved into a general label to indicate the violent mid-seventies. 
Thongchai,, in his 1999 Keynote Speech at the Thai Studies Conference in Am-
sterdam,, made a similar observation. 
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followedd by the 1992 protests, to end with the audience with Cham-
longg and Suchinda. The captions of two photographs depicting the 
chaoticc and tense atmosphere during the 1992 protests around the 
Democracyy Monument at Ratchadamnoen Avenue read: 'May 
1992,, and democracy fights again.' and 'In the aftermath a monu-
mentt of democracy holds.' As the next case will illustrate, the 
mergingg of the images of 1973 and 1992 also happens beyond the 
domainn of officially sanctioned ideology, to which domain books 
suchh as the Bangkok Post's belong: 

Octoberr 21, 1998. Around 6.30 PM Pom, a woman in her 
twenties,, assembles her small open-air café at one of the 
severall  second hand evening markets that have emerged in 
Chiangg Mai in the aftermath of the 1997 economic crisis. 
Suchh markets are known as 'formerly rich markets' (talat 
kheuikheui ruai\ because they had arisen when the once well-to-
doo started to sell (a part of) their belongings to obtain cash. 
Shee has to assemble and dismantle her café every evening: 
duringg daytime the market place is a tourist bus parking 
place.. Situated against the outer wall of a large building 
borderingg on the market, Pom's café is furnished with three 
tables,, chairs, and a small bar with stools. On the building 
walll  Pom has hung two kinds of decoration: three cow or 
buffaloo skulls and four large posters of the Black May pro-
tests.. Two of the posters, originally published by The Na-
tion,tion, show Chamlong surrounded by protestors. The other 
twoo show large groups of arrested and wounded protestors. 
Onn my question why she decorates her café with these post-
ers,, Pom shortly answers: this is 'October 14'. Apparently, 
shee considers this answer sufficient. Everybody knows 'Oc-
toberr 14'. In the weeks before my visit to the café, the media 
hadd paid ample attention to the 1973 crisis because of its 
25thh anniversary, and the discussion around the erection of 
ann October 14 memorial. 'But,' I say, 'this is May 1992, I 
seee Chamlong.' In disbelief, Pom takes a close look at the 
posters.. 'Yes' is her answer, those in colour are from May 
1992,, but the black and white definitively are from October 
14.'' As these sepia-tinted posters depict protesting students, 
indeed,, there is great similarity with photographs of October 
1973,, also depicting protesting students. And what about the 
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skulls?? Pom: they have the same meaning, the skulls refer to 
[thee rockgroup] Carabao.52 People who come to my place 
knoww [the meaning of the skulls and photographs]. They 
knoww about politics and they want democracy. 

Inn Pom's case, the merging of the images of 1992 with the 1973 
eventss clearly is supported by the sepia colouring. This colouring, 
associatedd with 'long ago,' helps to dissociate the images from the 
actuall  historical events. In this way, the images become floating 
elementss in an a-historical, indefinite past, as do the crises to which 
theyy refer.53 

Soo far, my analysis has clarified the vital place of 1973 and 
19922 in the hagiography, and the equally vital absence of 1976. 
However,, understanding how a hagiography could take shape at all 
requiress continuing the account of the construction of King Bhumi-
bol'ss image with the developments in the 1980s, when the king's 
imagee fully developed into its present hagiographic form. This 
phasee of my argument also will be the time to return to the main 
subjectt of this study: the cult of King Chulalongkorn. For, to my 
understanding,, the increasing atmosphere of adoration around King 
Bhumiboll  and his achievements gave an important impetus to the 
imaginaryy around King Chulalongkorn. 

TwoTwo great kings 

Inn the eighties three important royal jubilees were celebrated. The 
firstfirst jubilee, in 1982, marked two events: the bicentennial of Bang-
kokk as the capital and two hundred years of rule by the Chakri dy-
nasty.. A second important festivity took place in 1987. In that year 
Kingg Bhumibol celebrated his sixtieth birthday or, to say it differ-
ently,, the (auspicious) completion of his fifth cycle of twelve years. 
Thee third celebration, in 1988, marked the king's breaking of the 
recordd of the longest reign ever of a Thai/Siamese monarch. The 

Carabaoo is the Philippine word for water buffalo. The group produced an album 
inn 1986, titled Prachatibodai (Democracy). After the May 1992 crackdown, mu-
sicc from the album was used by the pro-democracy opposition to underline their 
perspectivee on the May Events (Callahan 1994:124). 

Pomm had bought her posters from a poster seller on the same market. Probably, 
thee 25th anniversary of October 14 in 1998 boosted the interest in 1992 posters. 
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previouss record had been set by King Chulalongkorn, who had been 
onn the throne for  forty-tw o years and twenty-three days. The bicen-
tenniall  celebrations extensively brought the achievements of the 
Chakrii  Kings to the attention of the public by means of broadcasts, 
publications,, and festivities. King Rama I, the founder  of Bangkok, 
wass posthumously honoured with the titl e maharat (the Great). The 
Grandd Palace was richly restored. The celebrations also served as a 
preamblee to the festivities of 1987 and 1988. It was during the bi-
centennial,, for  instance, that the idea was born to present a park to 
thee king at the occasion of his 60th birthday (The King Rama IX 
Royall  Park). Funding for  the park would be obtained through dona-
tionss from people 'from all walks of life'(Usnisa 1988:32-33).54 

Alsoo another  idea for  a gift from the people to their  king to mark his 
auspiciouss birthday in 1987 was presented: to honour  the king with 
thee titl e 'the Great'. 

Forr  the organisation of the 1987 and 1988 celebrations a 
speciall  committee, the National Commission on the Great Celebra-
tionss to Honour  His Majesty the King, was appointed. Between 
19855 and 1987 the Ministr y of Interior  made a nation-wide survey 
inn the course of which over  forty million people completed a form 
inn which they were asked which titl e they preferred: 'Bhumibol 
Maharaj ''  (phumiphon maharat) or  'Phatha Maharaj '  (phattha ma-
harat).harat). 5 There also was room to enter  another  suggestion on the 
form.. About thirty-fou r  million people voted for  Bhumibol Maha-
raj. 566 Thus since December  5, 1987 the official titl e of the king is 
'Kin gg Bhumibol Adulyadej  the Great'  (somdet phra phumiphon 

544 Quoted from Usnisa Sukhsvasti, Suan Luang Rama IX. A Nation's Tribute to 
itss King. Thailand Illustrated, Vol.6 No.2: 31-35, 1988. The park would be a gift 
'thatt would stand the test of time and symbolise the loyalty of all Thai subjects' 
(ibid.:32).. A public park was considered most appropriate, as such a project 
wouldd encompass all the king's major concepts of promoting the welfare of his 
subjects,, i.e. 'the development of land for public uses, the preservation of animal 
andd plant life, the prevention of flooding within the city limits, while at the same 
timee providing the luscious environment and spacious surroundings for the people 
off  Bangkok and its suburbs in contrast to the crowded and polluted city centre' 
(ibid.). . 

PhatthaPhattha is a very positive word, meaning 'good' (di), excellent (prasoet), pro-
gresss (charoeri), beautiful (ngam), charming (narak) and auspicious (pen 
mongkhon). mongkhon). 
566 This information is derived from a leaflet printed by the Ministry of Home Af-
fairs,, headed 'Resume of the Survey on the Publics Opinion' (prawat ekasan sam-
ruwatpratcham)ruwatpratcham) (n.d.). 
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adunlayadaetadunlayadaet maharat) and, coincidentally or not, he is the ninth 
monarchh in Thai/Siamese history (thus not of the Chakri dynasty) to 
bearr this title.57 

Sevenn months after the King's sixtieth birthday, in June 
1988,, the celebrations for 'The Longest Reign' (mahamongkhon 
phraratchaphithiphraratchaphithi mangkhalaphisek) took place. Since King Bhumi-
boll  was breaking King Chulalongkorn's record, making compari-
sonss between the kings was self-evident. The fact that King 
Chulalongkornn also had been a maharat made this task the more 
easy:: both kings were, so to speak, on the same level. It was no im-
pedimentt that King Chulalongkorn probably has been Siam's most 
absolutee and powerful monarch ever, while the present king is re-
strictedd by the constitution. One of the first books exclusively fo-
cussingg on a comparison between the two Kings was published by 
thee Office of the National Cultural Commission. The book, 'Two 
Greatt Development Kings' (song maharat nak phatthana, 1988), 
addressess most achievements of the two kings. The cover picture of 
thee book is a composition of portraits of both kings. The same com-
positionn was also part of one of the triumphal arches erected for the 
celebrationn on Ratchadamnoen Avenue in Bangkok. Through the 
streamm of television broadcasts, magazines, and newspapers cover-
ingg the celebrations, the picture must have reached almost every 

C O O 

householdd in the kingdom many times. King Bhumibol is placed 
inn the front, in colour. He is dressed in a white uniform with golden 
decorations.. In the back, slightly higher and thus evoking the effect 
off  watching over the present king's shoulder, we see King Chu-
lalongkorn,, depicted in sepia. The composition tells us that (the 
spiritt of) King Chulalongkorn is literally behind his - living -
grandchild,, approving and supporting him. It also could be inter-
pretedd as showing that, although King Chulalongkorn died already a 
longg time ago, his spirit is still watching over his country and sub-
jects,, reflecting the idea of a convergence of the king's spirit and 

Thee procedure and motivation behind this gift is rather opaque. The king had 
actuallyy already been given the title of phattha maharat on December 5, 1963, 
alsoo as a gift from 'the people'. In 1987 the king had thus been already maharat 
forr twenty-four years. However, the title phattha maharat appears to have been 
hardlyy used or remembered, although I have seen it sometimes. 
588 By the end of the 1980s television reached more than seventy percent of the 
rurall  and more than ninety percent of the urban households. The ratings of the 
nationall  news are among the highest (Pasuk & Baker 1995:315). 
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thee phra sayam thewatirat. The composition has inspired a wide ar-
rayy of variations, to be found anywhere in the form of coins, medal-
lions,, greeting cards, stickers, or posters. Other portraits may be 
used,, and sometimes prayers or royal symbols are added, but gener-
allyy the colours-sepia distinction is maintained (see figure 32). A 
tellingg composition, which I found as a New-Year's greeting card, 
depictss a large portrait of King Chulalongkorn (head and shoulder, 
inn sepia) in the back, filling  almost the whole picture. In the front 
wee see a rather tiny King Bhumibol (head to foot, in colour) stand-
ingg in a rice field, a sickle in the hand: the farmer/development king 
workingg hard to harvest what his grandfather has sown (see figure 
33). . 

Itt would be hard, if not impossible, to distinguish where 
popularr imagination begins and officially promoted images end. 
And,, the question to what extent the official images are influenced 
byy the imagination of the public is not too far-fetched either. How 
impressivee and abundant the official celebrations may have been, 
numerouss people will have been hardly affected. The celebrations 
alonee do not sufficiently explain the nature and scale of the present-
dayy devotion to the kings. The King Chulalongkorn cult in particu-
larr goes widely astray from the officially promoted trail, a matter 
thatt will be further addressed below. 

Itt seems safe to state, however, that the social imaginary 
alsoo has been influenced by the jubilees. In brief, I want to distin-
guishh three aspects of the celebrations' impact. Firstly, leaning on 
thee personal charisma King Bhumibol had established in the fifties 
andd sixties, the celebrations further strengthened the glory of the 
Thaii  monarchy as a whole. Secondly, the celebrations channelled 
thee already existing feelings of veneration for King Bhumibol and 
Kingg Chulalongkorn into a summation of the dynasty's inherent 
charismaa of office and the personal charisma of the two kings. The 
amplee attention for King Chulalongkorn in The Record of the 
Longestt Reign' celebration in 1988 may even have given sufficient 
impetuss to the veneration for this king for its development into a 
cult.. Thirdly, the widely campaigned comparisons between King 
Bhumiboll  and his grandfather during the celebration of 'The Record 
off  the Longest Reign', have greatly added to what I see as a process 
off  merging of the two royal images. Almost every single personal 
quality,, interest or attitude that is part of the image of King Chu-
lalongkornn has its complement in the image of King Bhumibol. To 
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mentionn the most important: open-mindedness and eagerness to-
wardss technological innovation; taking care that innovations fit for 
thee kingdom do get to be implemented; an explicit compassion to-
wardss ordinary, rural people; the ability to protect the kingdom in 
timess of danger; and a never failing willingness to sacrifice them-
selvess for the good of the people and the nation. Furthermore, the 
kingss share qualities or deeds not directly related to a particular 
achievementt but underlining the extent of their similarity. They 
sharee talents in writing, translating, and photography for instance. 
Theyy also are the only kings of the Chakri dynasty who entered 
monkhoodd after having ascended the throne, a demonstration of 
theirr strong adherence to the Buddha Dharma. 

Apparently,, the qualities, interests and propensities that 
makee up King Chulalongkorn's image as well as King Bhumibol's 
aree perceived as the pivotal elements of both kings' virtuous and 
beneficentt reigns. In my opinion, this 'merged image' of King Chu-
lalongkornn and King Bhumibol expresses the image of the ideal 
modernmodern Buddhist king. In the present-day perception of Buddhist 
kingshipp we may note an essential difference in function between 
thee 'old' Great Kings of Thai history and these two modern kings. 
Thee old great kings which are venerated today, particularly King 
Naresuann and King Taksin, are remembered as 'fighters for inde-
pendence.'' As warriors, they maintained the kingdom's independ-
encee by defeating Siam's arch-enemy, the Burmese. In today's 
globalisingg world, threats of a different nature, and less concrete, 
aree experienced, such as economic dependency, environmental deg-
radation,, and moral decline. As such threats at the same time repre-
sentt the other side of progress, prosperity, and modernity, they 
illustratee the ambiguous nature of the latter. The importance pres-
entlyy attributed to modern Buddhist kingship could therefore be un-
derstoodd as a Thai strategy of dealing with this ambiguity. One 
mightt say that in the veneration for the great warrior kings 'the 
Burmese'' have become a sign for 'alien threats to the kingdom' 
ratherr then for 'physical, foreign enemy.' But, even then, from 
heavenn the old warriors only could help ensuring Thailand's inde-
pendence,, while the specific personal qualities of King Chulalong-
kornn and King Bhumibol are needed to guarantee a fruitful dealing 
withh modernity and global processes. 
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TwoTwo modern kings 

Thee 'Record of the Longest Reign' comparisons still resound. To-
day,, when speaking about King Chulalongkorn's meaning in their 
personall  lives, many worshippers included King Bhumibol in their 
account.. In their  view the present king equals his grandfather  in 
manyy respects. Following myth and hagiography, people compared 
thee kings in their  qualities of genius, compassion, and leadership. 
Thesee qualities may be regarded as popular  renderings of the no-
tionss of Buddhist Kingship and the Ten Kingly Virtues'. Together 
thesee three qualities culminate in the 'higher' quality of 'source of 
progresss and prosperity'  (khwam charoen). As we have seen in 
Chapterr  I, this is not just a quality in the general sense. It is, far 
more,, the outcome of the fact that these two kings are hardworking, 
human,, gifted, and virtuous persons. The idea of the kings as 
sourcess of khwam charoen, of course, comes very close to the im-
agee of the two kings as 'Great Developers' as promoted in the 1988 
celebrations,, but it is not entirely the same. The meaning of khwam 
charoencharoen is wider  and more general than phatthana, and the concept 
referss more directly to the quality of daily life. As proven sources of 
thee nation's prosperity, the kings also appear  as potential guarantors 
off  well-being to all citizens. 

Ass actual objects of worship King Chulalongkorn and King 
Bhumiboll  seem to grow towards each other, too. At places where 
onee finds images of King Chulalongkorn (e.g. at home altars, in 
temples,, with vendors at the equestrian statue, or  at amulet mar-
kets),, one increasingly finds medallions, statuettes, and portrait s of 
Kin gg Bhumibol as well - not to mention the numerous images de-
pictingg the kings together  on one single object. Still though, we 
shouldd not conclude that the King Chulalongkorn cult and the ven-
erationn for  King Bhumibol tend to become one single phenomenon. 
Althoughh in terms of qualities both kings embody the ideal of mod-
ernn Buddhist kingship, their  individual images relate to different 
circumstancess and expectations. The basis of this difference lies 
withh the obvious fact that in the case of King Chulalongkorn people 
worshipp a deity, while in the case of King Bhumibol people worship 
aa living monarch. As a consequence, King Chulalongkorn can be 
approachedd by anyone, at any time, and any place, while King 
Bhumibol,, on the other  hand, remains virtuall y inaccessible for  any 
directt  request. A second implication is that appeals to and expecta-
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tionss regarding King Bhumibol's auspicious powers tend to be more 
orr less explicitly related to actual political and economic problems, 
whereass the worshipping of King Chulalongkorn, as we have seen 
inn the foregoing chapters, is mainly restricted to the sphere of the 
individuall  lif e and its immediate needs and problems. 

Thee veneration for King Bhumibol is imbued with uncer-
taintyy about the destiny of the nation as a whole, of which worries 
aboutt the monarchy, as we have seen, are an intrinsic part. These 
worriess cannot be openly expressed except occasionally in the form 
off  concern with the king's failing health, his heart condition in par-
ticular.. When King Bhumibol on March 15, 1995 was hospitalised 
forr cardio-vascular treatment, the concern with his health not only 
reachedd a high point but also, for the first time, could be fully ex-
pressedd in public. On the day of the operation, March 19, thousands 
off  people gathered at the Sanam Luang (the Royal Field in front of 
thee Grand Palace) to participate in a ceremony dedicated to the king 
andd in temples throughout the country monks conducted a twenty-
fourr hours chanting session. After his recovery, the king explained 
inn a television broadcast all details of the operation in person. To 
myy feeling, this broadcast not only showed that the king was in 
goodd health again, and in full control of the situation, but also that 
nobodyy should discuss the king's health condition in public except 
forr the king himself. The broadcast was intended, so to speak, to 
allayy the concern with the king's health, and to put an end to the 
topicc as a matter of public speculation. Although the subject of 'the 
king'ss failing health' may be below the surface again, it is only just 
below,, offering a possibility to articulate political and economic 
anxietiess in guarded, but positive terms. Once in existence, such a 
'fissure'' apparently is hard to close. At the end of this section I wil l 
returnn to this subject, when summarising the major difference be-
tweenn the King Chulalongkorn cult and the veneration for King 
Bhumibol. . 

PrestigePrestige through participation 
Thee image of King Bhumibol as the personal friend of the peasants 
seemss to comply with the ideal of the fatherly, accessible king of 
thee Ramkhamhaeng inscription. But the phrase from the inscription, 
soo often cited to give, as it seems, a 'historical basis' to the king's 
deeds,, finds no resonance in the daily life of most Thai. 'If any 
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commonerr in the land has a grievance (...)' to whom could the pre-
sent-dayy commoner appeal? The discrepancy between the image of 
personall  concern and accessibility, and King Bhumibol's actual in-
accessibilityy and distance becomes the more poignant when one re-
alisess that only those belonging to the highest echelons of society 
cann have or may get access to the palace. The king's direct envi-
ronmentt has become an arena where members of the elite compete 
amongstt each other for prestige through the appropriation of King 
Bhumibol'ss image. We should understand the continuous stream of 
initiativess such as the publishing of jubilee books, the organisation 
off  merit-making ceremonies, and the issuing of commemorative 
coinss by army units, government departments, banks and other pub-
licc or private enterprises, temples, charity foundations, and relief 
organisationss against this background. Leading figures all over Thai 
societyy - aristocracy, professors, top-brass military, politicians, di-
rectorss - sponsor and organise such tributes to His Majesty. Their 
backgroundss and positions ensure them of the co-operation of nota-
bless from other circles, as well as of permission from the palace to 
usee official photographs or other images of the king. The most suc-
cessfull  even manage to arrange the presence of the king in person. 

Thee celebrations of King Bhumibol's fiftieth year on the 
thronee (1996-1997), the celebrations for His Majesty's completion 
off  the sixth twelve year cycle in 1999, and the ceremonies for the 
occasionn of His Majesty living as long as King Rama I (the longest-
livingg Thai monarch until May 23, 2000) and His Majesty becom-
ingg the longest-living king in Thai history on May 24, 200060 were 

Too give an impression of the narrow connection between the highest echelons 
off  society and the prestige derived from links with the court: on the occasion of 
Coronationn Day 2000 (May 5), thirteen women were awarded royal decorations 
andd given the rank of khunying (lady). Six of these women were the wives of re-
spectivelyy the Defense Permanent Secretary, the Supreme Commander, the Navy 
chief,, the Air Force chief, the National Police chief, and the First Army chief (see 
TheThe Bangkok Post, May 5, 2000) 
600 On Mayy 23, 2000 King Bhumibol reached the age of 72 years, five months and 
199 days or 26,469 days. King Rama I died May 23, 1809, also exactly 26, 469 
dayss old. For this occasion a government committee, specifically installed for the 
purpose,, organised a ceremony (sama mongkhon, in which the king asked King 
Ramaa I permission to live longer) on May 23, a temple connected to King Rama I 
(Watt Suwandaram in Ayuttaya) would be renovated, and a book comparing the 
twoo kings' lives was to be published. On May 24, the day King Bhumibol broke 
Kingg Rama I's record the 'Royal Long Life Ceremony' was celebrated (see The 
BangkokBangkok Post, May 23, 2000 and The Nation, May 24, 2000). 
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thee latest occasions on which the attention for King Bhumibol, his 
achievements,, and his significance for the country climaxed again. 
Apparently,, there seems to be no end to the celebrations, particu-
larlyy when also taking into account other royal jubilees such as the 
commemorationss around the centenary of King Chulalongkora's 
firstt voyage to Europe in 1997 (see Chapter I). The following case 
servess as an illustration of how members of the elite use King Bhu-
mibol'ss image to promote their own prestige and objectives. 

FiveFive great prestigious medals61 

Inn anticipation of King Bhumibol's completion of his sixth 
twelve-yearr lif e cycle in 1999 royal permission was given to 
thee Salang Bunnag Foundation in co-operation with the 'The 
Educationall  Assistance Funds for the Children of Police Of-
ficerss Who Died on the l ine of Duty' to mint Five Great 
Auspiciouss commemorative medals (bencha maha 
mongkhori)mongkhori) in five editions.62 Significantly, the king's 72nd 

birthdayy provided not only the occasion to mint the medals 
ass a means 'to enhance the prestige of His Majesty the 
King,'' but also the occasion to set up the Educational Assis-
tancee Funds itself. The selling of medals served to raise 
fundss for the Educational Assistance Funds, and the Salang 
Bunnagg Foundation made every effort to make the medals as 
speciall  as possible. According the foundation's information 
thee medals have 'undergone an exceptional religious and 
uniquee blessing process.' The medals have been sacralised 
inn nine Mangala Phisek Ceremenonies (a royal pluksek 
ceremony),, organised in nine of the foremost royal temples, 
eachh temple connected with another king of the Chakri dy-
nasty.. For each ceremony a chapter of nation-wide respected 
monkss was invited to conduct the ceremony. 

611 The information for this case is derived from the Salang Bunnag Foundation's 
website,, http://www.thaisalang.com (June 2001). 
622 The five medals depict King Chulalongkorn on 'The Abolition of Slavery 
Medal,'' King Bhumibol on the 'King Rama IX The Great Medal' and the 'Royal 
Yachtingg Medal' (the well-known image of King Bhumibol sailing his yacht), 
Queenn Sirikit on a medal dedicated to art promotion, and the Princess Mother on 
thee 'H.R.H. Princess Mother Medal.' 
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Lesss prestigious foundations - the Bunnag family is one of the 
highestt  and most influential Thai families - would not manage to 
havee sacralisation ceremonies organised in these nine royal temples, 
evenn including the Temple of the Emerald Buddha (Wat Phra 
Kaew).633 Neither  would permission have been granted for  minting 
thee first royal anniversary medals in 105 years. This implies that 
lesss prestigious foundations and any other  organisation, company, 
official ,, or  other  individual belonging to the higher  sections of the 
middlee class, but too far  away from the 'inner  circles' around the 
palace,, would have to find other  ways to present and promote them-
selvess in public: it is here that the King Chulalongkorn cult offers 
betterr  possibilities. 

Thee erection of King Chulalongkorn statues in front of the 
Provinciall  Administratio n buildings (see Chapter  III) , the minting 
off  King Chulalongkorn commemorative medals (see the case of the 
Siamm Commerical Bank, Chapter  II) , the organisation of consecra-
tionn ceremonies for  King Chulalongkorn images (see Stengs 1998), 
orr  sponsoring the establishment of a local King Chulalongkorn 
placee of worship (such as Wat Doi Chang or  the tamnak of Mae 
Wan),, irrespective of the variety of the individual motives and sen-
timentss all may be regarded as public performances enhancing the 
esteemm of the organisations and individuals involved. Middl e class 
peoplee participatin g in the King Chulalongkorn cult therefore can 
bee understood as mimicking the elite's relations with the court. And 
because,, as explained above, the two kings trul y are each others 
equals,, participatin g in the King Chulalongkorn cult does bring so-
cietall  prestige and opportunities. This parallel opportunity the King 
Chulalongkornn cult offers to the ever  expanding middle class does 
nott  imply that the highest circles do not participate. On the contrary, 
thee royal family paying tribut e to King Chulalongkorn in the public 
ceremonyy on Chulalongkorn Day (see Chapter  III ) is proof of the 
'highest''  involvement possible. The 'secret'  key to the massive suc-
cesss of the King Chulalongkorn cult is that participation and self-
presentationn are open to anybody on any level, and that there is 
muchh more freedom to enter  the cult on one's own terms. The latter 

Thee other temples involved were Wat Pho (connected to King Rama I), Wat 
Arunn (King Rama II) , Wat Rachaorasaram (King Rama III) , Wat Rachapradit 
(Kingg Rama IV) Wat Benchamabophit (King Rama V), Wat Bowoniwet (King 
Ramaa VI) , Wat Rachabophit (King Rama VII) , Wat Suthat (King Rama VIII ) (see 
http://www.thaisalang.com/e5mang.htm). . 
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observationn parallels my argument about the gender aspect in the 
cultt (see Chapter III) : participating in the cult offers an attainable 
alternativee to those for whom the palace always wil l remain closed. 

TheThe burden of fallibility 
Thee difference between King Bhumibol as a living ideal modern 
Buddhistt King and King Chulalongkorn as a saint in heaven is most 
clearlyy articulated around the topic of hope and fear. King Chu-
lalongkorn,, the Great Beloved King, appears as potentially any-
body'ss mental patron (thiphung thang chai) and benefactor, and as 
thee phra sayam thewatirat at the same time. As a personal patron 
Kingg Chulalongkorn supports individuals in their day-to-day wor-
ries:: increasing sales, taking exams, finding a lover. As the nation's 
guardiann angel, King Chulalongkorn wil l always protect the king-
domm (pokkhrong banmuang) with his bun barami and wil l help 
makee it prosper. King Bhumibol, on the other hand, does not appear 
ass a personal patron. However, since he is a proven meritorious 
king,, also his bun barami is expected to protect the kingdom and to 
makee it prosper. In this respect there is no difference with King 
Chulalongkorn.. Both the myth of the Great Beloved King and the 
hagiographyy of King Bhumibol are constructed around the central-
ityy of kingship in maintaining the kingdom. As modern Buddhist 
kings,, both are perceived as capable of controlling the negative as-
pectss of global processes and modernity, while allowing to take full 
advantagee of the positive. One crucial difference, however, remains: 
thee uncertainty whether fate will allow King Bhumibol to continue 
fosteringg Thailand's independence and prosperity. Where the myth 
off  the Great Beloved King is complete, and King Chulalongkorn 
fromm heaven never can fail to do anything but good, the final para-
graphss of King Bhumibol's hagiography still remain to be written. 
Itt is here, as well as in the uncertainty of the eventual succession, 
thatt the image of King Bhumibol as a living monarch never wil l be 
ablee to cast off that ominous shadow which follows it: the fallibilit y 
off  kingship. 

Thee 'twilight zone' of rumours about the royal family for 
onee part appeared as a construct to exculpate King Bhumibol from 
anyy wrong political involvement, while leaving open the possibility 
off  speculations about a king making wrong choices in future. 
Againstt the background of the concept of Buddhist kingship, the 
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fearr  of an incapable successor, however, goes much further  than 
worriess about possible direct consequences of his behaviour. The 
mainn concern is that such a successor  wil l prove unable to sustain 
thee Thai political cosmos. From Thailand it is not difficul t to see the 
immediatee effects of the lack of a meritorious king: in terms of 
prosperityy and stability there is an enormous gap between Thailand 
andd the neighbouring Theravada Buddhist countries, Burma, Laos, 
andd Cambodia. The misery of these war-torn and poverty-stricken 
countriess is what may await the Thai when they wil l not have King 
Bhumiboll  any longer. 

Thee observed concern with the king's failing health plus ris-
ingg age in this perspective carries a ominous charge: like the gossip 
aroundd the royal family, it expresses the fear  of a failur e of king-
ship.. In this deep and general concern the veneration for  King 
Bhumiboll  reflects the Thai anxieties with modernity and globalisa-
tion,, while the veneration for  King Chulalongkorn rather  reflects the 
hopee for  the progress and prosperity that these may bring. 
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